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Annual Hop
Will Be Held
On March 16

Cabins Open
To Men Only
Next Year

Shamrock Circus
This Year's Theme

Change Effected
By Family Drop

The annual Sophomore Hop,
bearing the name of Shamrock
Circus, will be held Friday.
March 16, at Memorial Gym. it
will be a semi-formal affair, corsages being optional. The dance
will start at 9 p.m. and last until
2 a.m. Two-thirty permissions
will be extended to all girls attending.
The committee is bringing one
of New England's better known
orchestras to the Maine campus
for the dance.

Seven of the members of the Beaux Arts Ball committee are: Ann Preble. refreshments;
Marguerite Floyd, entertainment: Nancy Knowles, orchestra; Mary Snyder, tickets; Carl Wight,
orchestra Dorothy McCann, tickets: Greg Macfarlan. general chairman. The ball is slated for
April 20.
—Staff photo by Marcoax

Housing in the university
Cabin Colony next year will be
available to men students only,
according to business manager
Henry L. Doten. The cabin facilities are to . be reconverted to
provide low-cost living accommodations for the men.
Since the war, the Cabin Colony has been used by married students. However, a drop in their
number has made the change possible

Near Trailer Colony
Prad Kent's orchestra, which plays
The cabin area consists of ten cabins
seasonal engagements at the famed
and a central building. It is located
Oval Room of Boston's exclusive Copon the southeast corner of the campus,
Plaza Hotel and at the Balinese
near the trailer colony. Each cabin
ROOM of the Hotel Somerset in the
includes a study-room, kitchen, two
ame city, will fill Memorial Gym I
•
. •
bunkroorns, toilet, and storeroom, with
with the latest dance music.
showers provided in the central cabin.
Some Plans Secret
Plans call for the cabins to accomBy ROLAND MANN
straint in their love scene. Bob Chase
Most noticeable flaw in the perform- modate 34 upperclass students and
Lois Welton and James Murtha. co.r-men of the decorations commitA spirited cast, interesting direction, made a convincing, if somewhat too ance was excessively rapid and often eight freshmen. Two of the uppertee, have come up with an original and excellent staging made last night's comic. Caliban, and John Davis. as sloppy diction. Haskell
was the worst classmen will be selected as proctors,
plan for decoration. The theme will opening performance of "The Tempest" the drunken butler Stephano, played
! offender in this respect, but he had and will live in the central cabin, while
be Shamrock Circus, the occasion the the most brilliant event so far in the his role with unerring taste, consistfour students will live in each of the
close competition front a number of
ency, and humor.
eve of Saint Patrick's Day, and the Maine Masque's 1950-51 season.
others.
color scheme green and white. The
As Trinculo. the jester. Dick New- others. The best advice we can give Some Facilities Prosided
As a whole, the production was disremainder is a secret to be revealed
dick
indulged in such a lot of extrava- , in this respect is to future audiences:
While the usual dormitory facilities
tinguished by the enthusiasm of per!Read the book before you see the show. will be provided, students
Friday evening.
gant
mugging
and
pantomime
that
he
must supply
formers w ho plainly relished their roles
Advance ticket sales indicate that their own cooking utensils, tableware,
Sato. Ward, chairman of the re- even when—as happened in a few threatened at times to out-Ariel Hasfreshment committee, has spent the cases—they appeared to misunderstand kell. but he was undeniably very many high schools in the area are tak- and bedding. Oil, water, electricity,
ing this advantage of showing their and gas will be provided by the unilast two weeks hunting punch recipes what they were doing. But occasional funny.
and punch bowls. Cookies and punch flaws of this sort were more than reLynne Hatch played a brief part students how Shakespeare's work versity.
will be served at the dance.
(Continued on Page Eight)
deemed by the intelligent and wholly with grace and assurance, and Norman looks on the stage.
Pat Huddleston, chairman of the convincing performances of a handful A. Anderson gave a competent. though
I rather unimaginative. performance
ticket committee. says that the dance of veteran Masque actors.
programs can be picked up at the
Jerry Matus. as Prospero, did ample the villainous Antonio.
treasurer's office. Each sophomore is justice to an exacting part. The dig- I A group of barefooted nymphs and
entitled to two tickets. Each couple nity. thoughtfulness, and perfect as- a pack of very shapely dogs lent color
must present two tickets at the door. surance of his interpretation were high and humor to the production.
Admission is free to all sophomores points of the production and gave it a
Two leading authorities in history
and their dates, the cost of the dance unity that might otherwise have been
and international relations will lead a
iiaving been paid from the class dues. lacking. On a level with Matus' actforum discussion entitled "Canada, the
‘‘111 not he sold to the public. ing was that of Dwight Frye, as the
Cnited States, and World Affairs" at
"honest old councillor" Gonzalo.
a conference on Canadian-American
Dave Haskell's Ariel was arresting.
;ffairs to be held at the University
though decidedly, over-acted. Marjorie
April 19 and 20.
Cross and Dewaine Gedney. as NfiranEdgar W. McInnis. 192.3 Rhodes
Plans are "
n
under ,s a'"jut scholar anal a member of the history
da and Ferdinand respectively, comUniversity's seventeenth annual Maine
pensated for a slight awkwardness at
department at the University of ToronMore jobs and higher pay are pros- the start with fine delicacy and re- Day. Committees and chairmen for to since 1925. sv,..
in present the Canathe numerous phases of Maine Day. I
pects for college students seeking cmdian point of view.
I to be observed on Wednesday. May O. !
; :oyment during the summer vacation.
Nathaniel Peffer. expert of the Far
.
I
have been named and early meetings
;,ccording to Philip J. Brockway. UniEast and prof:'stir of international reI have been held.
‘ersity Placement Director.
lations at Columbia University. will
Committee workers and student ad- be the United
Brockway presented these views
States member of the
visers were guests last Sunday eve- forum.
with the announcement that the placement Bureau is now accepting sumGerald J. 11;ratl . in...rurtor in ning at an informal meeting at the
The conference will include forums
mer job applications from students. government, st ill be aide to put home of President and Mrs. Arthur A. on Canadian-American economic, eduHe pointed to the present expansion theory into practie.• a for next Hauck. Preliminary ideas for Maine cational. agricultural, and defense
of the country's industries and the con- Monday. if Or
decide Day wcre discussed. and several in- i ,roblerns.
novations were proposed.
stantly increasing drain by the armed to give him the chance.
McInnis is no stranger to internamanpower.
available
forces or
Grady. who is one of three canHeading the general committee for tional conferences. lie led the CanaEdgar W. McInnis
More than the usual number of sea- didates competing for two local Maine Day is Eugene Gammon, a dian delegation to the Institute of Pasonal jobs in hotels, summer camps, selectman's posts that expire member of the senior class, and co- cific Relations held at leicknow, India.
"Prerequisite
iu the Far
agricultural activities, and private March 19, is the first faculty chairman of last year's projects com- last October. At that conference, Mc- „ .
Ea-t": Ras's fur Peace in the Far
homes are expected to be available for member in several years to enter mittee.
Innis was chairman of the program
both men and women. Some camp local political activities.
Special committee chairmen are: committee anal vice-chairman of the Fast"; and "America's Place in the
counselor positions are already on file
Most stodents are barred from Nancy Knowles. entertainment Russ Institute.
World."
for boys' and girls' camps.
11. Ornim Nfeade, float parade: Jim Elliott. re'soting in the el. et'
Peffer. a evidely
ns'n authority on
Robert M. York, associate professor
Students interested in summer place- re•hlvitrt. rvflvtirt.tmettt.. Ftor th4t.t• freshments and exchange dinner: Rill the Far East and an outspoken critic of history, is
chairman of the subment are urged to register at the Office %Iti) eau,. and i-ht to. the Or
Robertson. mayoralty campaign; John if A merican Oicy in Eastern A sia, committee for the "World Affairs"
.1 Student Aid & Placement, 66 Li- Ittv. it hall Nt ill he open thrinitch Findlen. publicity: 13ryce McEwen. has written several books on interna- forum. Assisting York are
Herbert N.
brary. Mrs. Richard Haney is work- Salt oink,.
rcgistrat . Vol tug equipment ; Jasper
interfrater- tional problems. Among them are: Wood. Jr., instructor in government.
Hg with Mr. Brockway as a part- t. ill Li k •• pla,••• eiri NI la,. irtom nity sing; and Jo Cunningham and "Ch;na : The Collapse of a Civilita- and John
J. Noble. instsuct,;s iii lii"', :.s-istant in the department.
1).1)1.
Jaahn Skillin, projects.
1(5 a.m. to
ti-n- "Must We Fight in Asia": tv and government.

Acting Of Jerry Matus Dwight Frye, Is Tops
n Maine Masque s Brilliantly Staged Tempest
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At Canadian-American Parley
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Farm-Home Week To Draw 5000 Speedy Registration Bowdoin
▪ Opens Promi▪nent Rabbis
To Speak Tonight
For Summer Jobs
Whitney
Play
At Hillel Meeting
Urged By Brockway
About 5000 persons from the farm meetings and seminars.
Heading this list are John L. Strohm
homes of this state are expected to attend sessions during the annual Farm lof Woodstock, Ill., associate editor of
and Home Week at the University 1 Country Gentleman; Herschel NewMonday, Mar. 19, is the last day for
April 2-5. More than 260 speakers are som of Washington, D. C., master of students to sign up for the summer
scheduled to participate in the various the National Grange.
training programs in soil conservation
and agriculture which are to be conducted by the U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
For College Graduates with Executive
Placement Director Philip J. Brockway said that application forms will
Ambitions
be available in his office. 66 Library,
until closing time Monday.
According to him, the Agriculture
Department has summer training opInteresting, responsible positions in merchandising, advertising,
portunities for undergraduate students
fashion, management, personnel, or teaching await men and
in
these major fields: agricultural enwomen graduates of the foremost School of Retailing. A onegineering, forestry, botany. agronomy.
year graduate program leading to Master's degree combine;
practical instruction, market contacts, and supervised work exA number of industrial and conperience—with pay—in leading New York stores. Special prostruction jobs are expected to be open
grams for bachelor's degree candidates and for non-degree
for men students. The usual seasonal
students.
jobs in hotels, camps, private homes,
REQUEST BULLETIN C-44
and on farms will be available.
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Brockway said that students interSCHOOL OF RETAILING
ested
in summer placement should
100 Washington Square
New York 3, N. Y.
regist,n- at his office as soon as pos-

RETAILING OFFERS YOU A
CAREER WITH A FUTURE

......• ,

With silLa, water and imaginatioil
Du Pont scientists have found
11

94
1
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Tame Sopery haas

Teee-agers in high schools used to
have great,if hazardous,fun running
nd sliding on newly waxed corridor
floors. Of late many of them haven't
been able to do that. For numerous
schools, as well as office buildings
and institutions,are now using waxes
that have been made skid-resistant.
The product that is taming slipfloors is"Lndox"colloidal silica
—adapted by Du Pont chemists to
floor wax through cooperative research with the wax industry.
If you mix plain sand with floor
sa x. you'll have an anti-slip surface,
but it would be unsightly and thoron;:hly impractical. With "Ludox,"
ycu are using a water suspension of
invisible colloidal silica particles less
than a millionth of an inch in diameter.
A problem child
"Ludox" was quite a problem child
to scientists who developed it. For
instanee, research men had to know
how silica would act in the presence
of floor wax. So they turned to the
cfsctron microscope and learned that
the little silica spheres attach themselves firmly to the surfaces of wax
s;oheres five times their size.
But it was also necessary to find
cut hos'''Ludox" affects a waxy film
•••
0.

• .."

• at4

,•

after it is laid down on a floor. While
a polished waxed floor leo'cs smooth
enough, it is actu /fly a ssries of hills
and valleys and these irregularizlea
have an important bearing on the
behavior of a surface.
Working with a waxed surface presented difficulties. The electron microscope functions only if electron
beams can pass through the membrine upon which the specimen is
placed. And electrons can't "see
through" a floor!
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Dv Pint 'Ludox" r 's /:.I waxes !wrier
as tcell as safer. Other UNIX qualities —gloss,
free.se- and wat.er-re.a.stance, lea-dutg—are unelected.Pt.,now used ky many manufacturers.
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"Lodex" partici*.(dark, in this electron photoin ...r r,-.r)h ) 4u..-rot.nd the larger wax ',articles
th r•I:• .11-041 depth of fiim. Magnified 28,000 1.

Study in duplication
Often, problems like this have been
solved by preparing a thin replica or
copy of the surface for examie if ion
in its stead. However, the conventional method for making a repli.:a--

Bowdoin's faculty will present "One
on the House," a modern comedy, on
March 19 at Bow doin College. The
author of the play is Walter R. Whitney, associate professor of English at
the University of Maine.
Whitney made a study of the theatre
in New York and California, during
his leave last year. before writing the
play.
A Bowdoin graduate, .Whitney
joined the Maine faculty in 1928 after
five years on the editorial staffs of
magazines in New York.
He has written a number of articles
and short stories which have been published in leading periodicals.

Three prominent rabbis will speak
at a special meeting of the Hillel
Foundation tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Carnegie lounge, according to Rabbi
Milton Elefant, director of the Hillel
organization.
The speakers are: Rabbi David
Hollander of New York City: Rabbi
Abraham Kellner, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
and Rabbi Moshe Elefant, Bronx,
N. Y. The, latter is the brother of
Milton E. Elefant, Hillel director here.
The three visiting rabbis will be
here in connection with "Torah Tours,"
which are sponsored jointly by Yeshiva
University of New York City and the
Rabbinical Council of America.
"King of Kings," Cecil B. DeThe public is invited to attend.
Mille's famed film on the life of Christ,
will be shown at Newman hall on
Tuesday, March 27. The 105-minute
show will be presented at 3:45 p.m.
and 7:25 p.m. and will be open to the
public.
Students who meet the requirements
may enroll in one of three new Marine
Corps officer procurement programs.
According to Marine Corps recruiters,
many college students are eligible for
the service's platoon leader's class.
officer candidate course; or women's
officer training course. The first is open
to freshmen, sophomores, and juniors.
the second to seniors and graduate
students, and the third to women students.
On completion of training and gradCross-soction of wax film shows how pressure
uation from college, students will reoffoot pushes the hard "Ludox" particles iTu...3
ceive commissions in the Marine Corps
or the Marine Corps Reserve.
To enroll in one of the courses.
the one frequently used in studying
a student must be enrolled in good
metals—requires solvents. These
standing in a recognized four-year
wou1:1 dissolveand ruin a wax surface.
college; be at least 17 years old and a
So it became necessary for the
U. S. citizen; if a veteran, have an
chemists and electron microscopists
honorable discharge from his last serto develop an entirely new way to
vice: pass a Navy physical: if now a
make a replica ofa surface.This they
senior or graduate student, be less
did, as part of a research prograes
than 27 years old on July 1, 1951: if
now a freshman, sophomore, or junior,
that lasted several years.
be less than 25 years old on July 1 of
With it some remarkable pictures
his graduation year.
were made. They showed that many
He may not be: working toward or
"Ludox" particles stay at the surhold a degree in medicine, dentistry.
face of a wax film, even though they
or theology: at present in state or naare denser than wax. As you walk on
tional military or naval ser.ice, or a
a floor, your shoe presses the tiny
claimant or receiver of a pension.
silica particles down into the wax
disability allowance, compensation, or
spheres that make up the film. This
retirement pay from the government
sets up a snubbing action which keeps
Students may obtain further inforyou from slipping.
mation from Prof. Wilmarth H. Starr,
Much more could be told about
of the Faculty Military Service comDu Pont research on colloidal silica.
mittee.

For example, chemical and mechanical engineers had to develop manufacturing equipment,including a specially designed ion exchange column.
Organic and physical chemists used
research findings to formulate he.tter
waxes, as well as silica-containin4
adhesives and anti-slip treatment;
for rayon Fabrics. Like practically ab
Du Pont achievements, "Ludox"
the result of close, continuous teamwork of men and women trained in
many fields of science.

Students May Enroll
in Officer Program

President Bill Hirst of the Sophomore Class has announced that alt
sophomores interested in the positions
of editor and business manager of the
1953 Prism may submit applications
to him by March 29th for approval
of the executive committee and the
University Publications board. Coed
members of the class of '53 will also
he considered for the editorship of the
yearbook.
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Etchings By Fabri
Show Fresh Slant
A collection of etchings by the Hungarian-born Nev York artist Ralph
Fabri is currently on display in the
print room of Carnegie Hall. The
prints, 35 in number, will be exhibited
until the end of the month.
Fabri's work, as shown in most of
these etchings, employs a good many
abstractionist techniques, but it is far
from non-objective art. The artist's
subject matter is often literary or
musical, but his approach is fresh and
original. He often succeeds in packing a surprising amount of intelligible
story-telling and comment into a single
print.
Vincent A. Hartgen. head of the art
department, remarked,"You can profitahly study a single etching of Fabri's
for almost as long as it would take to
see the whole of some other exhibition.
Fabri, who came to the U. S. in
1921, is a fellow of the British Royal
Sr.ciety of Arts and president of AudtiI'm Artists.

1 PL. MAUSF: LitN11'1 !••

Friends Secretary
Addresses Groups
During Visit Here

Page Three

Assembly Committee
Scientist Tells Chemical Seminar Announces
Concert
Sulphur Shortage Hurting Maine

Research scientists are faced with a
jean Fairfax, New England college
real problem in today's rapidly exsecretary for the American Friends
panding wartime industry, James R.
Service Committee, Cambridge, Mass.,
West, Senior Fellow at the Mellon Inwas here over the week end to interstitute for industrial Research in Pittsview students in connection with sumburgh, explained to University of
mer service projects.
Maine students and faculty at a chemiMiss Fairfax made her headquarters
cal enigneering research seminar on
at the Student Religious Association
Friday, March 9.
building. She spoke before several
\Vest, whose topic was "My Expericlasses in sociology and economics.
She gave a talk before an open ences in Development," said that until
meeting of the Politics and Interna- a few years ago scientists were seeking
tional Relations Club, last Thursday new uses for sulphur. "Now," he addnight. Following her on the program ed, "the tables are turned, and we are
was psychology instructor Walter looking for new sources to fit indusLeach, whose talk was part of the trial needs."
club's "Meet the Faculty" series.
At the present time, industries using
Miss Fairfax explained the work of sulphur are only able to obtain 80 per
her organization, a non-sectarian cent of the amount for which their
Quaker-founded group, whose teams contracts call. This condition, West
are currently serving in relief and re- told his audience, is highlighted in
habilitation work in Europe and the Maine through the pulp and paper inFar East.
dustry which depends upon sulphur in

large quantities.
West told of many discoveries and
developments in the Mellon laboratories. Among them was a new process
for making bone black paint pigment,
and a modification in the bone glue
process which resulted in greater yield
and improved quality.

The Bangor Symphony Orchestra
will give a concert at a University
assembly Tuesday, March 27, in Memorial gymnasium, according to an
announcement by Charles E. Crossland,
assembly committee chairman.
This concert has been a regular
feature of the University assembly program over a period of years and has
been a popular event with students

FOR EASIER WRITING THIS SEMESTER

new Parker"21'
only
(No F. E. tax.)
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VOUll LATEST OUTSTANDING %1'111..EN HATS

lEil UAW ThillIES, hr.

"Sps for filling are few
arid f.77r Ectween.!Vs like
My P'4Ws.'21' Pen."

*MON

OPERA HOUSE
got a grip
like that new '21'
cap!"

"You
'
ve

it's precision-bat by
the makers of worldfamous New Parka 51".
Offers the smart style ...smart
features of pens selling at
twice the price.

BANGOI1
4.4

"He's got sui o since:F. fine!"
'For a smooth line,
t 7ke the new '1?' any day."

March 14. 15, 16
"GAMBLING HOUSE"
ict,,r Mature. William Bendix
March 17. 18. 19. 20
"THE GREAT MISSOURI
RAID"
March 21. 22. 23
"THE IROQUOIS TRAIL"
ieorge Montgomery. Brenda
Marshall

PARK

And—when it's time to hint for a gift—
hint for the finest of ail: New Parker "51".
,

"He's as easy to see
through as the 21's
Ph.glass reservoir."
is.5/ by De Porker Pen Cc mpcnt

BIJOU

te,

It's the low-cost pen that will never let you down! No
scratching! No skips! No blots!
New "21" has the smooth-gliding Octanium point..,a
patented ink control ... new fast-action tiller. The ink supply is visible...and you get real protection against leaking.
Ask your favorite pen dealer now to show you the new
Parker "2I"—the most popular $5.00 pen. It's the "what's
new in school." Lustraloy cap. Choice of points. Colors:
blue, green, red, black. Set — pen with matching pencil
—$8.75. You'll do better with a New Parker "21"!

New Parker"51"and "21"Pens "write dry"
with Superchrome Ink. No blotters needed!
(They also use any other ink.)

March 15, 16. 17
"CRY DANGER"
Dick Powell, Rhonda Fleming
March 18. 19, 20, 21
"STORM WARNING"
;:•3er Roger. R..nald Reagan

ISANGOR
March 14, 15
"OPERATION PACIFII:"
_Win Wayne. Patricia N(aT
"FLYING WITH MI sll:"
Marjorie Woodworth, George
t;ivot
March 16, 17
"FRENCHIE"
jowl NleCrt a. Shelley Winters
"CALIFORNIA PASSAGE"
Forrest Tucker. Adele Marz

'4.••••.,•••

'‘ - 1.,110NO
Mar. 14. 15
&
Double Featnre
"TRIPLE TROUBLE"
6:30-9:23
Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall
Plus
"THE UNDERWORLD
STORY"
:56
Dan Durva, ;ale Storni
& Sat., Mar. 16-17
"THE ENFORCER"
umphrey Bogart. Jeff Corey
Also Added Attractions
Sat. Matinee 2:30; (:30-$:21
sun. & Mon.. Mar. 18-19
"SEPTEMBER AFFAIR"
Joan Fontaine, Joseph Cotten
Sun. Matinee 3:00 U
Teremlay. March 20
"HI(;HWAY 301"
Steve Cochran, Virginia (;rev
6:30-8:20
Also A(10.til Aura,
'ed. &
Mar. 21-2.2
Double Feature
"S01.THSIDE I-1001)In
1 )ot. 1 )t()
f;:r34:,
ing
"13ThI LETTER7 743
I.. harks Bo)er,
• II, I

Bijou and Opera House operate ck ntinuously from 1:30 to 11 o't luck.
latinee Prices : 3f4 to 5 o'l.:Itick

1
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"Listen, My Children.

Blow, Thou Winter Wind..

/I

••

The recent Bates sweep of the State College Varsity Debate
Tournament has brought us scurrying back from global affair-,
to local affairs.
In one day, from about 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Bates debaters
apparently conclusively proved both sides of the question, Resolved: That the non-cornmunstic nations should form a new
international organization.
There's something wrong here. If our colleges are teaching
students to prove either side of a question, where's any answer?
\\There's decision? ... guidance?... happiness? We're not advocating the elimination of debating, but we think there should
be courses to offset it, courses in Listening.
And we don't mean courses in Logic. We've heard too
many students who have taken logic; they're as bad as debaters.
Like debaters, the logicians talk too much. No matter which
side of the fence they're on they have to "prove" that they're
right. We can't gain any more ground with logicians than we

-

can with debaters.
What we need is people who have taken courses in Listening. Listeners would never make speeches, or prove anything.
They would just relax and listen. When the debater or logician
has had his entire say, and admits he's through talking. then the
listener would think a minute and simply say: "Yup, that's
right," or "Nope, that's wrong."
That's the kind of people we could go along with.

Credit Where It's Due
Again this year, the Maine Glee Club has done a great service to this University through its splendid radio broadcast,
which was aired this week end. The group, under the direction
of James Selwood, has put untiring efforts into its every appearance this year, and none the less was the work that made for
such an entirely pleasing program Sunday.
The Glee Club met in the forenoon on Sunday for rehearsal
to assure the best possible presentation once the program was on
the air. The task required practice to iron out any mistakes, and
it also required patience in overcoming any difficulties concerned
with a broadcast of this sort. But perseverance paid off, and
the result was a fine half-hour of singing.
It is an event such as this which helps spread the name of
the University of Maine favorably, and it is a tribute to the
entire Glee Club. There is no question that the best groups
throughout New England are selected for this program, and it
is indeed an asset to this University to have such a group.
Perhaps the efforts of the Glee Club are taken lightly, possibly overshadowed by many other popular University activities.
But when a program of this nature is presented, the realization
that Maine is well represented by a talented singing group suddenly hits home.
For a refreshing job well done, we wish to express our
sincere thanks and best wishes.
R. I..
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Bends In The Road
By Boa WILSON
I said I would, and I will. I will
explain what Economics is.
Economics is realism ... that's all ...
just realism. It's a bunch of theories
that have to be twisted at the ends
to make them fit the realistic facts.
the realistic facts being what people
want and what they will do to get
what they want.
Economics makes no sense except
for this realistic twist. The late Stephen Leacock, Canadian Economist
and Alice-in-Wonderland-type humorist, conclusively demonstrated that fact
with this little gem:
"If there be two boarders on the
same flat, and the amount of side of
the one be equal to the amount of side
of the other, each to each, and the
wrangle between one boarder and
the landlady be equal to the wrangle
between the landlady and the other.
then shall th st eddy bills of the two
boarders be equal also, each to each.
For, if not, let one bill he the greater.

Then the other bill is less than it might
have been, which is absurd."
Apply this now to a contemporary
problem. Take one near at hand—the
proposed sales tax for the State of
Maine. Some Economists have gone
to great lengths lately to prove that a
sales tax is not the best tax for the
State of Maine. There was no need
of all this effort.
Subject to an uncertain amount of
consumer resistance the sales tax produces a relatively unpredictable revenue. Therefore, a legislature enacting
such a tax would have to gees: how
much it should be, and the only way
to be sure to guess enough would tw
to guess too much. Having guessed
enough. which is too much, the State
would then have a tax bringing in
more money than it was spending.
Now what is the situation? The
situation is simply that we have a state
legislature that has approf,eiafrd less
money than it might have. which is
absurd.

Passing Notes
By

WALT SCHURMAN

When Prof. Nathaniel Peffer, famed
authority on international relations.
stands to deliver his address at the
World Affairs forum of the Conference on Canadian-American Affairs on
April 19. he will have at least one
friend and former student in his audience. Herbert H. Wood, Jr., instrucRolin,1
Mann
tor in government, studied for his
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
degree in international reladoctorate
Harry
Holley
BUSINESS MANAGER
Peffer at Columbia.
under
tions
Bolo
ikon
NEWS EDITOR
probably best known for
is
Peffer
Bob lord
CITY EDITOR
articles on the Far East.
and
books
his
Bill Robertson
EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR
He is recognized as an authority on
Al Mersky
MAKE-UP EDITOR
the Orient in general and China in
(Sports) particular. Says Mr. Wood, "He
Loubier
Bill
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS
Frances Dion (Society)
knows more about Far Eastern affairs
Mary Ellen Chalmers and can give a better interpretation
ADVERTISING MANAGER
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES: Gerald Robbins, circulation manager: I•llen of events there than any man I know.
Stratton, subscription manager ; Joan Nutt, assistant circulation manager: He has studied and lived there, not in
Ben Tucker, assistant business manager; Jean McIntire, Natalie Baraket, the press clubs. hut in the field."
Marjory Robbins, Brice McEwen, Dwight Sewell, circulation assistants;
For ten years Peffer was a corresCaroline Beckler, business secretary; Joan Rossi. advertising secretary;
Gorham I lussey, Joan Ames, Pat Wilson, advertising assistants
pondent in China, working in most of
REPORTERS: Walt Schurman, Bill Matson, Edith Curtis, Sid Folsom, China's major cities. He was selected
Marilyn Hoyt Sprague, Dave Macken, Dana Warren, Jim Barrows, Hugh by the State Department to accompany
Lord. Dick Hamilton, Werner Tismer, John Domenico, Art Traub, Fred General George Marshall on his illBreslin. Len Nevens. Tom John,ton

fated peace mission to China in 1945-47.
probably because of his complete mastery of the language and knowledge
of the people.
But Peffer's knowledge is not limited to the Far East. He is considered an expert on imperialism and the
British Empire and Commonwealth.
It was for his knowledge of the Commonwealth. and his understanding of
the causes of the situation in which the
United States and Canada find themselves in Korea. that Peffer was selected to participate in the world affairs forum.
Mr. Wood recalls that Peffer was
able, through his correspondence with
friends in China and his intimate
knowledge of that country, to predict
for his students months in advance the
movements of the Red Chinese armies
on their drive south from Manchuria.
It was in the 1920's and early '30's
that "Nate" Peffer roamed over China
reporting the doings of the war lords
of that era.

To the Editor: I had started to cut
across the Mall when—WHAM!
HAM! ALEKKA ZAM! No, I
hadn't fallen in love. Worse than that.
I had fallen in step, involuntarily.
with the martial air blaring from a
loud-speaker on my left.
Now it was my strongest desire to
break step—no one was going to rush
me along—but the best I could do
after several jerky moments, was to
come down on the half-beat, or, sometimes. every other beat like riding a
horse. So, the loud-speaker was in
control after all.
I thank heaven this doesn't happen
every day. My point is: Does it have
to happen at all?
I am sure the University's intent
in providing the 10-minute break
period is twofold: time to get to the
next class, and time to RELAX. But
who in deleted can relax in the face
of this loud-speaker competition!
Ti the veteran (910 here) it is all
too reminiscent of Saturday afternoon
parades for the colonel, last-minute
pass-snatching, and dashes for an all
too frequently missed last-train-out for
THE BIG TOWN.
To the others on campus, such
march music must call up those toowell-ordered high school assemblies.
I have nothing against band music.
I'm all for it, but I'll take my bands
sitting down, or, at least, standing in
a close-packed crowd. where I couldn't
move if I wanted to.
In short, the whole idea reeks oi
regimentation and I'm agin it. Too
many of us will soon be regimented
willy-nilly, so. while we can, let's
preserve our academic calm.
Sometimes these loud-speaker airs
are preludes to announcements which
were better placed on the bulletin
board, or in your fine paper, sir. Unless, of course, it's something atomic.

T. F. JOHNSTON

Hay Foot, Straw Foot
To the Editor: Bob Pidacks' trinrioh at Rumford the week end before
last brought the University of Maine
to the attention of the entire sports
world. It must be admitted that this
is something that doesn't happen to us
every year, or even every decade.
But Bob is just one of the members
of the U. of M. ski team—a team that
has produced skiers of high enough
calibre to place Maine in the etop ten
teams in the Intercollegiate Ski Association. This is a high rating. It is
as if we were up there with Army.
Notre Dame, and Michigan in football. or Bradley and Kentucky in
basketball.
Of all the leading winter sports colleges, Maine has so far failed to recognize skiing as a major sport by awarding a major letter, except when a team
member wins some major competition.
This is deplorable for the team and
it: members, who bring the University
more national fame than any other
slort. Don't think I am belittling the
other fine L'niversity teams, but it is
only right, to my mind, that the University should extend equal recognition, a major "M." to all the members
of one of the foremost ski teams of
the United States.
GORDON A. READE
The Vanity Singers and the Madrigal Singers gave a joint concert Tuesday in Caribou. They were sponsored
by the Caribou Business and Prof,
sional Women's Club.
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Hall
The Veterans Administration has Sophomore Hop, Memorial Gym
This past week end was certainly costumes of other countries. with Bill
'.10NDAY, MARCH 19
one during which the students had Heyne and Marjorie Wylde winning issued a clarification of the July 23. 8:15 p.m.—Maine Masque ("The
4:30-5:30 p.m.—SRA social
plenty of opportunity to use their brains the prize for the best costume.
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Delta
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Two doors down, Sigma Chi was
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5:30-7:30 p.m.—Faculty Men,
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8:15 p.m.—Maine Masque ("The
" Pray acting as hostess to
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p.m.—Mrs. Maine Club,
ate study under the G. I. Bill in Sepwere enough of them.
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9 a.m.-5 p.m.—Delta Delta Delta
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EligibilFriday evening, he would have seen
fashion show. Louis Oakes Room
on Sunday evening Phi Mu sorority ity has been made before graduation
7 p.m.—Square Dance Club,
.
a Gay Nineties'
held a Western party in the Salentine This application may be made
NDAY, MARCH 18
Women's gym
in the
bar room in cabsmoker. The pledges put on the party Office of Veterans' Education.
8-9-10-11 a.m.—Catholic services,
7-9
p.m.—WSGA, Carnegie
109
East
aret style with
for the active members. The smoker Annex any time after May 1.
Our Lady of Wisdom Chapel
Committee Room
checkered tablewas decorated with saddles, grain bags.
8-10 p.m.—Pack and Pine of
Students graduating after June. 9:15 a.m.—Episcopal services,
cloths.
candles,
and everything else Western. The girls
MOC, 11 Coburn
SRA
Little
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1951, may pursue graduate study if
and old-fashioned
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services,
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lanterns. People,
ger hunt, and enjoyed refreshments
Little Theatre
cate of Eligibility prior to graduation
3:45-5 p.m.—Maine Day Commitdressed in coswhen they returned. Marty Wyman
and start graduate work during the 4 p.m.—Varsity Singers, Carnegie
tumes of the era.
tee. Carnegie Committee Room
was chairman of the party with Mrs.
fall semester immediately succeeding
danced to the mugraduation.
sic of Madeleine Duffy and her or- Henry Doten chaperoning.
Pinned : Polly Cloutier to Fred
chestra. The floor show consisted of
Exceptions will be made for prea skit by Mike Dimitre. Hal Buck, Eaton, Beta: Hortense Noel to John dental and pre-medical students who
John Brewer, and Trapper Lyons. Needham, Alpha Delta Phi, Bowdoin: are not able to gain admission to mediin
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Ed- Frances Smart to Hubbard Trefts. cal school for the school year immedimond Lebrun and Mr. and Mrs. Psi Upsilon, Bowdoin: Peggy Given ately following graduation, providing
to Peter B. Smith, Zeta Psi. Bow- they are able to prove
George Wadlin.
they have been
A few doors down the road Delta doin Carol Howlett. B.U.. to Dick applicants for admission to such schools
Tau had a Forty-niner's party. There Coleman, SAE; Dee Constanzar. each year following graduation. First
were decorations according to the Revere, Mass., to Dasirl Ehrenfried, acceptance to an accredited school must
Phi Kap.
be taken by the student.
theme, and the guests came dressed
appropriately. Woody Woodsum and
his orchestra provided the music while
196 Exciv)nge St.
Bangor
Captain and Mrs. Leo J. Sullivan
chaperoned. Pledges Wendell Joy,
ARROW
DEALER
IN BANGOR
P
Jim Tucker. Carl Stenhohn, and el
11410401, of LAIllf
Lou Jennings entertained the group
r4
Admits Men and Women
with a skit.
Day. Evening and Graduate Programs
;I4
About seventy couples enjoyed themselves at an informal jam session at
Revistration—Spl. 4-10, 19.51
the Beta House on Friday evening.
Early application is necessary
Major Hugh M. Wendle and Mr. and
47 MT. VERNON STREET
Mrs. William Jeffrey chaperoned.
BOSTON 8, MASSACHLSETTS
Both, of course! The new Arrow
On Saturday evening Phi Kap held
Telephone KEnmore 64800
"Gabanaro" sports shirt can be
a "Foreign" party. Couples dressed in
worn two ways. Because of the
new Arafold collar, it can be worn
with or without tie ... looks
perfect either way. In your exact
collar size and sleeve length (sized
to fit all shapes and sizes!)
Washable rayon gabardine.

ARROW DEALER
Old Town

A. J. Goldsmith
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GUIDED MISSILES — G-E enginsers are
oichrg Ma Army's cley•lopen tat program.

AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT —Gunner?,
systems art among G E. develop•
meets for thy A r -or:..

T

JET ENGINES —In 1941, thr
Al, For,:s asked General Mech.:: to bg...'d Tho tint US. jet
*no ntt... Today G-E jet en•
liMos power such fos. ;flares
es tha F-86 Sabre.
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Colloza graduates at Grineral Dectric are working on
some of the hation's most vital projects
The rocket that rises above White
Sands, N. M.. contains a device that
reads 28 instruments every thirtyfifth of a second and transmits its
reports to earth. It was developed
by G-E engineers...
Special communications systems
for civil defense are being undertaken by G-E electronics engineers...
The newest class of Navy heavy
cruisers gain their power from
30,000-horsepower propulsion turbines built by General Electric.

During 1951 more than 30 per
cent of G-E production will comprise projects like these ... the design and construction of equipment
to help fill America's military needs.
The General Electric engineers,
physicists, and other specialists
sharing in these projects work with
the assurance that their contributions
are meaningful and important. Their
talents and skills, further developed
through G-E trainin$ courses, are
standing the nation in good stead.
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Madrigal Singers,Brass Group
To Give Joint Concert Sunday
The Madrigal Singers and the Brass Barbara Hart, Elizabeth Melzar, BernEnsemble will take part in a program , ardette Stein, Lenore Dinsmore, Vera
Edfors, Helen Friend, Jasper Bull,
at Carnegie Hall Sunday. March 18.1
David Collins, Charles Fassett, James
at 4 p.m. The two groups will be un- Selwood, Richard Dennison and Paul
der the direction of Lewis Niven. head ! O'Neil.
of the music department. William I The concert is the third of a series
Sleeper, music instructor, will be the ! of five sponsored by the music departorganist.
ment.
John Godsoe, Don Lord, Roger
White, Sam Harris. William Clark. Scabbard & Bade
and Bruno Caliandro, members of the
Brass Ensemble, will perform "Shara- Gives Dance Tomorrow
gan and Fugue," selections from
Following a meeting of the dance
"Tower Music" by Pezel, and "Schercommittee of the Scabbard & Blade,
zo and Finale" from Ramsoe's Quartet
I
it was announced that the annual
No. 4.
spring formal dance would be held
Both groups will join in a performfrom 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. tomorrow at
ance of Gabrieli's "In ecclesiia henedithe Penobscot Valley Country Club.
cite Domino." Members of the MadriA banquet in honor of honorary
gal Singers include Marilyn Dennett.
Lt. Col. Ruth Ellingwood will start
the evening activities at 6:30 in the
Howard M. Foley is the new presi- Pilot's Grill. Bangor. Late permissions
dent of Phi Gamma Delta. Other of- will be granted for the dance. Installaficers are: Kenneth Simmons, treas- tion of officers will take place during
urer; John Wathen, recording secre- intermission at 10:30 p.m.
tary; Carlton Lowery, corresponding
The Isle of Man, in the Irish Sea,
secretary; and Donald McCusker, hishas a population of 51,000
torian.
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Features Glee Club
On Half-Hour Show

Here Is The Final Installment
Of List Of Fraternity Pledges

Two hundred ticket holders formed
the studio audience for the University
of Maine Glee Club when it put on a
half-hour broadcast from the Little
Theatre, Sunday.
Mr. James G. Selwood, of the Department of Music, directed the group,
which was sponsored, for the second
consecutive year. by the Monsanto
Chemical Company in its series, "Songs
from New England Colleges."
The Boston chemical company sent
two engineers, an announcer, and a
program director to handle the technical details of the broadcast over the
New England Regional Network.
Curiously, those on campus or elsewhere in the Bangor area who listened
to the Glee Club over WLBZ were
hearing it over a greater distance than
most of their fellow radio listeners.
This was so because the program went
by wire to Hartford, Connecticut, and
thence back to Bangor, where WLBZ
put it on the air.
Acoustic demands narrowed the
choice of a suitable studio down to the
Little Theatre. The stage had to be
curtained off, making it necessary that
half the orchestra seats be removed to
provide space for the Glee Club.
Tickets for the remaining space
were distributed, free by the members
of the Glee Club.

our printing the complete list of pledges at that time. Here ore the rest:

Editor's note: ...Voce limitations in the last issue of the Campus prevented
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OXFORD
champs

stroke:
Traditional oxford
button-down, in white
no. 2 man:
Button-down color oxford
no. 3 man:
Van Ron collar in Oxford.
New,soft,rounded collar, in white only
no. 4 man:
Van Chick Oxford ... not a stitch in
sight on collar, cuffs, clean-cut front
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$453

PHI ETA KAPPA
Paul N. Rossi, Richard A. Simmons,
John T. Cerstivk, Merle B. Chad- Robert H. Smith, Theodore R. Sparbourne, Francis S. Foss. Edward \V. row, Harry P. Stearns, Robert E.
Hansen, Colwyn F. Haskell, Carl M. Stiminsby. Robert J. Toth.
Kruse. Leon E. Lambert, Robert P.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Leroux, Edward E. MacGibbon.
George R. Benoit, Thomas W. CalGerald S. Mills, Robert D. Plissey, derwood, Edward H. Chilman, Paul
Roger H. Seeley, Dwight A. Sewell, I. Coughlin, Richard S. English,
Frank W. Smith, Charles 0. Squires, Wayne L. Gile, John E. Gordon, Jack
Frederick G. Tolman, Edward L. E. Hall, Roland J. Kneeland, Adam
Touchette, Gerald A. Clark.
W. Leighton.
PHI GAMMA DELTA
Rodney F. Moulton. Alan W. PhilDarrell H. Brooks, John T. Hackett, brick, Donald H. Poulin, John B.
Thomas J. Haley, Richard A. Hill, Ristuccia, Stephen C. Ryder, FredJohn D. MacDonald, Edward T. Mc- erick A. Spencer, Donald M. Stover,
Manus, Gerald R. Wescott.
Sheridan J. Thorup, Jr., Philip M.
Turner.
PHI KAPPA SIGMA
SIGMA CHI
Kenneth R. Ayers, Michael M.
Allen D. Bancroft, Allen J. BingBoyd. Alan B. Chapman, William
F. Halmel, Elliott W. Hawkes, Alfred ham. Fred T. Breslin, Llewellyn E.
I. Leo, Charles A. McCluskey, Donald Clark, Emerson D. Colby, James H.
Davenport, John A. DeWilde, Robert
N. Rideout, Richard P. Ross.
G. Erickson, Jerald L. Fletcher.
PHI MU DELTA
George C. Allen, Clay G. Beal, Eben W. Freeman, Charles H.
Irving H. Bickford, Brucy P. Clement, Goodwin, Paul F. Higgins, Louis 0.
Roland E. Collomy, David F. Dineen, Hilton, James H. Horsfall, Leonard
Daniel P. Folsom, Alfred W. Halli- W. Horton, Stanley J. Lavery, Carlton N. MacLean. Donald R. Mayor.
day, John E. Hewitt.
Gorham W. Hussey, Robert E. Arthur B. Scheffler, Brian K. Simm,
Irish, Lloyd P. LaFountain. Elwyn D. Ernest J. Standeven, C. Spencer
Stremlau, Robert L. Wallace, Robert
Nlillett, Stephen T. Novick.
L.
Weatherbee, Guy E. Wheelock,
Thomas J. Pike, John E. Randall,
Robert C. White, Harry 0. Yates.
SIGMA NU
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
William M. Foss. Robert \V. Mul1!entals --- Sales — Service
len, John B. Nordstrom, William A.
Paterson, Richard A. Potter, 'Walter
KEYLOR TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
F. Soule. Cyrus N. Wentworth.
47 Park St., Bangor
Phone 9705
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Kenneth Barnard. Carl F. Bridges,
Frank E. Chase, Roger D. Chick,
Ralph H. Clark, George W. Earle,
Harry A. Ellis, Chester Harris.
,:sZV
Edwin H: Pert. Edward F. Plossay,
Oakley K. Porter, Glendon A. Winton.
TAU EPSILON PHI
Morton Caplan, Mark H. Cohen,
Ronald J. Herzberg, Ernest A.
Var' S. IiebA-man. David M.
Molko, Philip Nectow, Arnold W.
Schultz.
Abraham Taiber, Arthur D. Trat:b,
Gordon S. Weinstein. Maurice B.
Weisman.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Robert G. Dickinson. Frederick G.
IT-rangie. Joseph H. Gilbert, Charles
D. Hoyt, Edmund D. Muzzy, Dean T.
Pillsbury. Armond A. Thebarge,
Ernest A. Thebarge.
THETA CHI
Thomas E. Brackett, Seth H. Bradstreet, David T. Brink, David A.
Carey, Leslie R. Craig, Carroll F.
..
Cyr. Robert 0. Dettloff. Henry W.
Oyer, Thomas L. Duggin.
James \V. Hall. Harold B. Hyde,
Lowell R. Knight. John E. Llidwig,
Rodney F. McConkey. Thomas F.
Monaghan, Neil G. Nihon, Ronald H.
Smith, Tobert B. Tuttle.

In Los Angeles, California, a favorParking meters were first instal!ed
in
six American cities in 1935.
ite gathering spot of stud( nts at the
University of California at Los
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Angelcs is the Student Co-op because it is a cheerful place—full of
SKIING WHAT
friendly univers:ty atmosphere.
And when the gang gathers around,
IS SKIING!
ice-cold Coca-Cola gets thc call. For
The ultimate in good skiing
here, as in college haunts everyand spectacular scenery.
At base of famous Mt. Washingterp
where—Coke belongs.
and Turkerrnan Ravine.
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.1sk for it tither way ...both
trade-marks mean Me same thing.
ECTTIFD UNDER AUTHORITY

Headquarters for VAN HEUSEN PRODUCTS
0 SPORT SHIRTS
•PAJAMAS
• SHIRTS
• WOLSEY SOCKS
• N ECK WF.A R

Orono, Maine. Murcia 15. l'11

OF Th( COCA-COLA COMPANY IlY

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, IN(..
C 1951, Thip Coro-Cola Cempcny

•

Wildcat and Sherburne trails.
Good skiing till early May.
!S. 0 TO
2000 ft. ele‘ation
55.30 a day with 3 meals
JOE DODGE, Mgr.
PINKHAM NOTCH CAMP
o. Gtorham, New Hampshire
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Maine Skiers Win In'tercollegiai-e Crown At Rumford
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BY BILL. LOUBIER

,Brs
a Cop 20th
Huskies Drop Maine In Finale;1e
Milbank Breaks Shot Put Mark 1Win In 21 Years;
Basketball Pace
A brilliant individual perform- Dwelley Shines

What is the status of minor sports
here at the University? The question
The intramural basketball season
ance by captain Floyd Milbank
has been popping up prominently in
BY CURT BURRELL
continu
ed through a torrid pace this
of the University's track squad
informal sports chatter around the
was enough to win the Maine! Maine's ski team concluded its 1950campus and we think the matter perti- week, both in the fraternity and in the
dor:,1 divisions.
squad a little glory. hut not 51 season last week by
nent.
sucessfully deenough to give the team a season- fending
Phi Gam remained in the undefeated
The issue appears to he cenits Maine Interscholastic Ski
ending win against Northeastern. title at
tered about the matter of award- raids. as of itIonday night's 45-28 vicRumford.
last
tory
over
Saturday.
Phi
Mu.
while Phi Eta.
ing major sports letters to minor
Colby
was the only other Maine colMilbank took first place in the discus
sports competitors. One irate SAE and ATO continued to post wins
lege to enter the championship event.
throw and then proceeded to break
fan was visibly perturbed about of their own.
Bowdoin withdrew suddenly the day
both a University and meet record
the situation. His question was
Once beaten Phi Eta proved strong
before the meet, while Bates did not
when he heaved the shot put 47 feet,
"Why isn't it possible for a com- against a good Phi Kap squad and
support a full ski team this season.
!/Z inch.
petitor in a minor sport to gain a emerged victorious. 53-45. A TO
This marks the 20th year out of
varsity letter?" The situation proved to be too much for TEP as
The Huskies took the meet. 66T
twentyone that the skiers of Coach
isn't quite that critical, but near- the Southern boys turned the apple/
591
2, however.
Ted Curtis hare captured the State
ly so.
cart to the tune of 67-30.
Despite a lack of strength in the field title.
The conditions are quite remote for
A rough-playing Kappa Sig team
events, the Northeastern team proved
Olympic-bound
Bobby
Pidacks
someone in golf, tennis or skiing (all was far outclassed by a smooth playing
strong in the running competition and
scored another first in the cross-counthree minor sports at Maine) to earn SAE quintet and the Kappa Sig squad
the depth in this department provided
try event as the Pale Blue skiers swept
a large M.
took one of the worse drubbings of
them with the winning margin.
this event. Pidacks was followed
In skiing, a man must place within the season. The final score was 73-30.
Fleet-footed Psyras, for Northeast- across the finish line by
Dick Hatch
the first six in the country for an Olym- In top dorm action, the Rinkey Dinks
ern, was outstanding for the winners. and Hal Thurston.
pic berth, or the same spot in a large showed a brilliant display of fire
He won both the 300-yard dash and I Clean
Sweep
Track captain Floyd Mil- the 600-yard run
meet such as the ISU, or the Dart- power to swamp North Dorm 8. 67besides placing secThe Maine skiers scored another
28. In another dorm game. ND 7 bank is shown poised just ond in the 60-yard dash.
mouth meet.
clean sweep in the downhill event
prior to heaving the shot put
Besides this extravagant condition edged Corbett 1, 39-36.
Maine placed six men in the first which was
held at Farmington. Dick
47
feet V2 inch for a new meet, spots, while Northea
which must be fulfilled, the competitor
The fraternity league championship
stern garnered Hawley and Dick
fieldh
Dwelley tied for
ouse
and
Univer
sity rec- eight number one places.
must, in most cases, sacrifice his own'contests will wind up in the near fufirst. Grady Erickson and Ditch Hatch
ord.
The
Pale
compet
Blue
itor
personal road to fame for the rest of ture with the team winning the most
The Huskie
graduates this June after com- event except s swept every running finished third and fourth for the Blue.
the team itself. In most of the events. games being crowned champion.
the 65-yard low hurdles
Dick Dwelley was high point man
such as downhill, slalom or jumping. The crown is still an all-out race pleting a successful season with which was won by Curry of the Pale
for
the Bears. Besides his tie for first
the
Jenkin
coache
s
d team.
he must keep in mind that a failure in! between the top four squads with Phi
Blue. The Bears turned the tables in
in the dot% ithill, Dwelley copped a first
an attempted spectacular jump may Gam still holding the edge over the
the field events, however, and won all
;n the slalom, and went on to capture
cost his team valuable points, whereas other teams.
of them except the high jump which
second spot in the jump. Erickson
a mediocre performance will assure his
was taken by Northeastern's Mazocca.
finished
third in the jump.
squad the depth that is perhans nee•tel
Surprise Win
Bill
Cummings, number one jumper
to win the event.
A surprise win for Maine was recorded in the broad jump. Al Leighton for the Pale Blue, did not compete in
In golf, a handfill of men have
won this event with a distance of 21 the meet because of previous injuries.
won a major letter since its long !
Ticket scalpers at last Saturday's
Individual team scores were as folfeet
nine inches.
standing history at the University. i The lid will be pried off the Intra- Bangor-Westbroo
k high school basketDuring the season. the Maine team lows: Maine. 388.17: Colby, 354.19.
A man must he good enough to mural boxing and wrestling tourna- ball championship
game received a
walked over a weak Bates squad and
win the New England college I ments, this coming week, with 12 bouts rude shock
by the presence of four
posted its 18th straight victory while
meet or sweep the Yankee Con- scheduled in each tournament,
special agents of the U. S. Treasury
extending a victory streak into its
ferrnee event. He can also w ie , The boxing bouts
will begin on Department.
fourth consecutive year. Following a
the award by taking the state , March 20, at 7:00 p.m. Referee
for all
No arrests were made, as the agents long team
championship or a runner-up j the contests will
layoff, during which the
be Harry Dalton of were at the Memorial Gymnasium
Intramurals took place and followed
spot in the Yankee Conference 1 Bangor.
merely to "observe the scope of the by a
Yankee Conference victory. at
match.
Judges for the bouts will he Boxing scalping situation." About a dozen
Boston. by the Pale Blue relay team. Head football coach Hal Westerman
In tennis, the situation is about the
Commissioner. Dune McDenahl of adults and students were given a severe
the Bears couldn't seem to hit a win- sent his men through the first warrnup
same. A state championship winner in
Brewer, and Jack Libby also of Brew- warning, however.
exercises of the spring football pracning stride.
either the singles or the doubles, or
er. According to student instructor.
Edward
J.
Curran
divisio
,
The
n
chief
long victory streak was finally tice. yesterday.
a top spot or a runner-up positien in Ralph
Piscopo, men to watch should here for the Bureau
interna
of
snappe
l
The new grid mentor will concenReved
by the New Hampshire Wildthe Yankee Conference, will be suffi- be
Bob Harmon, last year's light- nue, said that the agents
were at the cats and following this Springfield and trate in getting the men into shape
eient to merit the M award..
weight champion. and Dave Tibbetts. scene of the
game to check reports Boston University both handed the during the first few days.
It all boils down to this: just holder
of the A AU middleweight title. that there was tax evasion
in connec- Bears losses, prior to last Saturday's
what does determine a major or
A section of the fieldhouse has been
On March 22, at 7:00 p.m. the grap- tion with ticket scalpin
g.
contest.
a minor sport? What is the reaset
off with nets and the squad will
plers will take over the ring. Officials
,,o for awarding a football playThis was his department's sole inhold its informal practice in the southfr tt,e mat-hes have not been named.
terest in the matter. Curran said.
er or a ha.kethall player the big
Baseball Manager Looks ern part of the building.
He explained that when tickets are
M while refusing a tennis player.
All candidates still interested in signsold above the box-office price, there For Diamond Assistant
a golf player or a ski competitor Winter Sports Awards
ing up for the practice sessions should
the same distinction?
Anyone intere-tell in beeorning do so immediately.
To Be Made At Banquet is a federal tax of approximately 20%
on the overcharge.
No squad, either minor or major.
am a..i.tant manager of the baseAccording to Curran. the authorities ball iV:1111 should -cc Mike lode.
seems to be lacking in equipment. The annual Winter season sports
banquet
will
be
held
on
March
21.
made
at
no attempts to collect the tax, the Memorial gymnasium, or
therefore the indication seems to point
but were there to observe the situation mgr. Charlie Allen. 328
to the fact that allocation of financial 6:30 p.m. in the New Cafeteria.
Corbett
Among the squads expected to be in with the idea in mind of possible
resources cannot he much different for
future !fall. immediately.
Br SALLY ARSENEAULT
attendanc: are: varsity and freshman action.
either cases.
The 1)0.4'
are open to men
The Square dance club is making
He also stated that he knew of no from each of the four classes
As for the competition, it is just as indoor track; varsity and frosh basket.
rugged, and ill some cases a great deal ball squa Is. and varsity winter snorts local or state law aeainst the practice Numerals will be awarded to those arrangements for a caller's jamboree
in which all student callers may parof scalping.
more so. than in the varsity sports. team.
men .ecuring the po.ition.
ticipate
.
May I ask how many football men
or basketball players have been asked
John Curtis was recently elected
treasurer of Square dance club.
to join the Olympic teams to compete
in Oslo. Norway. next year.
The Square dance club would
like
Under the present setue, it is imto have more girls attending the
dances
Not to be outdone by the activities includes Carl Wight, Paul Bradstreet. In
possible for an entire team to win a
the hitting department Al Hack- on Tuesday evenings.
major letter. And to the individual in the Grapefruit League, practice ses- 1st base: Wally Gognan. 2nd base;
A badminton tournament will
ett, Wilson. Wight, Tocci. and Rates
be
performer. in minor sports. who can sions for the 1951 edition of the Maine Ellis Bean, shortstop; Jim Delois, Ted
held
soon under the direction of Ruth
looked
strong
in
practice
.
varsity
basebal
l team moved into high Toeci. and John McGuire. 3rd base:
think of the team as a whole, and
Mitchell, badminton manager.
At present the Men of Lude will be
still perform well enough to he na- gear this week.
Red Wilson. Dave Bates. catcher.
The last games of the intramu
tionally recognized, should go a trophy
ral
With the track season ended the
Capt. Ralph "Chubby" Clark, regu- concentrating on infield practice with basketball
tournament are as follows:
—and two M letters.
diamond hopefuls took over the full lar second sacker for the Blue. was the emphasis on such fundamentals
as
Friday, March 16, 3:30 Tulips
facilities of the fieldhouse. Coach Mike reported out sick this week.
vs.
hunt and steal defense, run downs,
Dandeli
ons 4:30 Mistletoe vs. PetuOn Oct. 12. 1910, Sheldon Lejeune Lude has set up an indoor practice
Coach Lode announced that his base running, and pick off plays.
nias.
threw a baseball 426 feet 9T'l inches,!infield and is now concentrating on pitching staff is rapidly taking
shape.
Except for the outfielders the squad
The standings of the teams thus
In Cincinnati. 0. There are no avail- team practice.
Hurlers Gordon Cram. Marty and will continue to practice indoors
far
until are Petunias—won 2,
able records which show that this I The line-up for the infield combi- Marvin Dow are now pitching
tied 1: Mistletoe
at full they swing into their southern road trip —won
2: Tulips and Buttercups both
distance has been eclipsed.
nation which went into action this week speed.
during the April vacation
won 1, tied 1,

Boxers, Wrestlers
To Hold Tourney

Treasury Agents
1 Thwart Scalpers

Westerman Sends
Grid Men Through
Warming Exercises

1

Women's Spores

ottings From Bear Diamond Drills

and Daisies--tied I.
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Agriculture Forum To Bring
Canadian And U.S. Experts

University Cabins Rockets Take Tops in Penny Carnival
furnished at inrtp,:un:nt
:intta and ELI .Tohnslon took
Will Be Restricted
by
the
Dance club,
Modcrn
prize for their rocket costumes
Square
Dance
club,
and
the TumTo Men Next Year first
the
at the WAA Penny Carnival Friday

HiA‘ can two countries raising many tions, and secretary of the Maine Potaef the same farm products live to- to Tax Committee and a director of
gether and like it?
the National Potato Council. In 1950,
he
was honored by the University of
Because that is a big question for
dwellers on both sides of the border, Maine's "Outstanding Farmer" award
four outstanding experts wil discuss in the Farm and Home Week.
the agricultural relations of the United
University committeemen arrangStates and Canada in a forum here on ing for the agricultural forum are
Dr. George F. Dow (chairman). asApril 19.
sistant
director of the Maine AgriculSpeakers for the forum, a prominent
Experiment
Station: Winthrop
tural
feature of the University's CanadianAmerican Affairs Conference, will be: C. Libby. associate dean, College of
Francis A. Flood. Agricultural At- Agriculture: Allen W. Manchester.
tache. U. S. Embassy. Ottawa: S. extensior economist. Agricultural ExClaude Hudson, Principal Economist. tension Service: and Dr. Charles H.
Economics Division. Marketing Ser- Merchant. head of Department of Agvice. Canadian Department of Agri- ricultural Economics.
Nlany of Maine's agricultural leadculture. Ottawa: Dr. J. Kenneth Galers.
including a large delegation from
braith. Lecturer and Professor of Economics. Harvard University: and Clif- Aroostook County, are expected to atford G. NicIntire, Assistant General tend the session.
Manager. Maine Potato Growers. Inc..
Most of the speakers will remain in
Presque Isle.
Orono to meet students in the UniChairman of the forum will be versity's agricultural classes the folArthur L. Deering, Dean of Agri- l(,wing morning.
culture. University of Maine.
Farm Marketing Expert
Flood, a former Nebraskan, has
been active in studies of farm marketing in its international aspects. Before
going to Ottawa he served in Washington as associate rl'rector of the
Office of For.'ign Agrirultural Relations in the U S. Deartment of Agriculture.
Hudson. (-;.!r?..!in:t %vb., I.ur.liy7
advanced Jtudies at Cornell Unirr.rsi- ;
ty. is a widely known authority on the
agricultural marketing and price policies of Canada. His work has frequently brought him into close contact
with men engaged in the same field of
research in this country.
Dr. Galbraith, a native of Ontario,
obtained his doctorate at the University of California in 1934 and became
an instructor and tutor at Harvard
the same year.
Since then his career has taken him
to England, for studies at Cambridge:
to Princeton, to teach economics; and
to Washington. where he filled imi.ortant wartime posts. He has held a
T,rofe=sorship at Harvard since 1948.

night in the Women's gym. Follow- bling club.
ing the "Out of This World" theme, Dr. and Mrs. E. Reeve Hitchner
Students will each pay $50 per se- Sue Tasker and Bob Rich took second and Prof. and Mrs. Stanley Wallace
mester to live in the cabins. Doten prize as the "Big and Little Dippers." chaperoned the affair. Special guests
•
said he ho:)ed the relatively low price
could be maintained. However, after
the fall semester of 1951, he said, the
rates would be determined according
r tin tk of March 12. 1951
to actual operation costs.
Upperclassmen interested in liviiii
To
in the cabins next fall should apply at
the office of Student Aid and Placement. 76 Library, before May 1.
Selection of freshmen to live in the
For her successful work for the Penny Carnival
cabins will be made by Percy F.
in
coadmissions,
Crane. director of
operation with the director of student
The recipient of this award is entitled to
aid and placement, the dean of men,
$2.60 PERSON 41. (LE Is f.1(;
and the housing office.
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Assignments are to be made on the
basis of financial need. Consideration
will be given to applicants' adaptability to the conditions and cooperation
Orient. (b,r,
18 1101 Strcct
which are a part of cabin living.
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LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE!
Fine tobacco—and only fine tobacco—can
give you the perfect mildness and rich taste
that make a cigarette completely enjoyable.
And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. So if
you're not happy with your present brand
(and a 38-city survey shows that millions are
not), switch to Luckies. You'll find that
Luckies taste better than any other cigarette. Be Happy—Go Lucky today!

Potato Executive
McIntire. besides being an executive of this country's largest potato
marketing cooperative, is a partner
with his brother in the operation of a
potato farm in Perham. He is vicepresident of the Aroostook County
Farm Bureau, president of the Maine
Federation 14 Agricultural A,socia-
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Sorority Pledging
Takes Sharp Drop
Although fraternity pledging increased over last spring by 45 pledges.
sorority pledging took a marked drop
from 44 to 29.
The new sorority pledges are:
Alpha Omicron P1: Jean E. Grindle.
Elizabeth M. Hopkins. Anne M. Miles.
Judith A. Phillips, Marjorie J. Woodman and Margaret A. Grover.
Chi Omega: Joyce M. Hobbs, Marrot E. McCarthy. Claire M. Fillietaz.
Dorris Mayne.
Delta Delta Delta: Jeanette C. Bishoo. Mary C. MacKinnon. Joan M.
Reed and Ruth E. Mitchell.
Delta Zeta: Elizabeth A. Martin,
Donna E. Richardson. Charlene V.
Swan. Elizabeth J. Andrews and Irian
M. Dunton.
Phi Mu: Dorothy J. Leveille, Muriel E. Marco% Lois E. Nason, Patricia
A. Perkins, Virginia C. Sargent, Barbara P. Short, Jacqueline A. McNamara and Joan I.. Rossi.
Pi Beta Phi: Penelope Rich and
Elizabeth Leighton.
ohm
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RuleChanges
Will Affect
Mayor Race

:Number 20

Farm And Home Week
Featuring 262 Speakers
To Be Held April 2-5

Campaign Covers
Two-Day Period

University's Four-Day Program
Climaxed By Banquet In Gymnasium

BY AL MERSKY
Two hundred sixty-two speakers are scheduled to take part in
Bill Robertson, mayoralty comthe 31 different programs comprising the U. of M.'s 44th annual
mittee chairman, said this week
Farm and Home week, April 2-5. According to Clarence Day,
exthat the mayoralty campaign
tension editor, who is in charge of arrangements, "the programs will
structure would undergo a comcover just about every subject connected with agriculture in this
plete revision this year. The new
state."
procedure includes a two-day
Six dormitories—Balentine, Estabrooke, \Vest hall, Oak,
campaign, a new system of voting.
and added benefits to the winning
Dunn, and Corbett—will house Farm and Home week visitors,
700
candidate.
of whom have already made advance reservations for the event.
The official campaign period is
Climax of the series of programs will be the annual Farm & Home
scheduled for the Monday and
Week Banquet in Memorial Gym Thursday evening.
Tuesday immediately preceding
A featured speaker during the week*
Maine Day, Wednesday, Max' 9.
will be Associate Editor John L.
Robertson stated that the new
Strohm of Country Gentleman.
system was adopted in an attempt
Strohm. who was one of the last
to cut down the wear and tear on
American correspondents permitted to
individual candidates, and to keep
travel freely in the Soviet Union, will
student interest at the maximum
speak twice on Tuesday, April 3.
throughout the campaign.
Anybody you know? Probably not—but you'll have a
Titles of his addresses will be "BeIn previous years the campaign
chance to get a closer look next month, when the original will
hind the Iron Curtain" and "American
began on Thursday morning and lasted
he on display in Carnegie Hall. The original painting, that is.
When the Bangor Symphony OrFanners and the Rest of the World."
It's "The Farmer's Daughter.- by Prudence Heward.
through the mayoralty rally on MonHe is scheduled to speak on the latter chestra presents its concert here, Tuesday night.
(Photo courtesy of National Gallery of Canada)
subject at an evening program for day, March 27, two of its members,
Voting On Tuesday
recognizing Maine's outstanding farm- at least,
will be on familiar ground.
Voting will be conducted immediateers and homemakers. Two awards in
Director
Adelbert W. Sprague is a
ly following the Tuesday night rally.
each category are made annually at
former
head
of the Department of
This will be a deviation from the old
this program.
policy of voting on the mall on TuesMusic
at
the U. of M. The harpist.
Grange Master To Speak
day, the day before Maine Day.
On Wednesday evening. Herschel Beverly Antonitis, is the wife of Dr.
Although new benefits have been
Iwo art exhibits, especially ar- shake off European influences and de- Newsom. master of the National Joseph J. Antonitis, an instructor in
planned for the mayor-elect, these will ranged to
Grange. will address an audience at the Department of
coincide with the coming velop a truly indigenous art."
Psychology.
not he announced until a later date.
the
annual Grange Night program.
Conference on Canadian-American
The
concert, open to the public, is
Painters included in the exhibit, Lewis C.
Guptill, master of the Maine
The final date for students to an- Affairs, will be April highlights of the
I which will range from realistic porscheduled
for a 9:25 assembly in MemState Grange, will preside.
nounce their intentions to become can- Art department's series of spring extraiture to wholly non-objective art,
orial
Gymnasiu
m. It will include: the
didates for the office of mayor will be hibitions, according to an announceThe banquet Thursday night, which
are: B. C. Binning. Emily Carr. Stan- :
National
on Monday. April 30. All applica- ment this week by Vincent A. HartAnthem:
overture to the
ley Cosgrove. Lauren Harris. Pru- will be followed by a dance, is to
tions will he accepted in the Assistant gen, head of the department.
feature the Scotch-born author and "Comic Opera." by Saint-Saens;
: deuce Heward. A. Y. Jackson,
Dean of Men's office in the Library.
Tlx Conference is scheduled for J. E. H. MacDonald. David Milne, lecturer. Cameron Ralston, who will Mozart's Symphony in G Minor;
speak on "The Five Plagues of De- NIoussorgsl
Serving with Robertson on the April 19 and 20. Both displays will j J. W. Morrice, Jack
cy's fantasy, "Night on
Nichols. Will
mocracy."
mayoralty committee are Al Mersky, run through April.
Goodridge Roberts. and Curt
Bald
Mountain"
: and "Waltz of the
Almost the entire faculty of the
Ken Hill. Dennis Hawkes. and Den
The main exhibit. titled "Canadian Schaefer.
College of Agriculture and most Ex- Flowers." from Tcnaikovsky's "NutSpear.
Painting Today." will be in the main
The second exhibit. is hich will con- periment
Station personnel will be cracker Suite."
gallery of Carnegie Hall. Selected by sist of
etchings. engravings and other represented on the week's programs,
The Bangor Symphony concert has
H. 0. McCurry. director of the Na- types of
print by Canadian graphic according to Day. A number speakof
tional Gallery of Canada in Ottawa, artists, will
been
an annual event for at least 10
be on display in the Louis ers from the School of
Education will
it will comprise 15 paintings, mostly Oakes Room
years. according to Charles E. Crossof the Library and in also take part, and there are to
be
0;1.. by noted modern Canadian artists. the adjoining
lobby. Sixty members approximately 40 from out of state.
land. Director of Student and Public
Of the 15 artists represented. 12 are of the Canadian
Society of Painters.
A,
teie.. ()f exhibits has been planned Relations. It has been popular with
living.
Etchers. and Engravers will be repre- for the N% etk.
Last Friday night the Memorial
including Garden Club both students and faculty.
Of the exhibition. which he charac- sented in the exhibit.
flower armcgtments in the Library on
gym became a mammoth tent of green
terized as "broadly representative,"
Bill Fogler. art department assis- Wednesday. farm equipment at the
and white as the sophomore class preProfe ssor Hartg-en said: "I think it tant. will hi in
charge of hanging and Agricultural Engineering Building.
sented its Shamrock Circus. Most of
most important and desirable that our arranging the
works in both shows.
and Department of Health and Welthe five hundred who were estimated
students become acquainted with the
1..7r t
!'.'•• ior the olind at Merrill
to have attended the dance went away
work now being done in art by our
"Continued on Pape Eight)
murmuring about the "terrific" music northern
neighbors. Their developof the Brad Kent Orchestra and the
ment has been much like our own, and
"great" job of decorating which had
N
utile( r• ot the
now. like us. they are beginning to
oe Christian
been done.
Nssociation are to be e;ected
Easter sunrise services, arranged by
Guests at the dance were President
the
Maine Christian Association, will
hit'schethil, of class peri- day, March 26. pres:et MC A officers
and Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck. Dean and
be
held
Sunday
morning
the
on
south
ods for Ttiesda. larch 27. have announced.
Mrs. Joseph M. Murray. Dean and
side of the Library. The services will is as follows:
According to Frank Butler, associaMrs. Elton E. 1Vieman. and Mr. and
It won't happen again this begin at 7 a.m.
First Period-7:45 to 8:35 ti, m president. the annual election will
Mrs. Irving Pierce.
centnrY!
Following the worship. communion 8.111.
be' held in the Library lobby. The
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Gannett and
Just because Easter came on will be held in the MC Iumce.
polls will be open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
See011a Period--8:45 to 9:15
Mr. and Mrs. Prescott H. Vose, were
:Starch 24 in 1940 viol is com- Riverdale Street. at 8 a.m.
Two candidates have been nomia.m.
on the In etption committee. Chapering on March 25 this year.
Laitiling
the
sunrise
worship
nated
will
Assembl
to each of the MCA's elective
be
y
iBangor
Symphoons were Dean and Mrs. Edward N.
don't get the idea that .it COM- John Boiley. Nfary Noyes. and Ed ny concert ----9:25
to 10:15 offices. They are: president, Maurice
Prush and Dr. and Mrs. Garland B.
Moni% enIlle4 So early.
Huff.
Keene and Ida Moreshead: vice presia.m.
Russell.
The only other time it came
An octet, under the direction of
dent,
Dave Collins and Roberta WoodPeriod-1
0:25 to
Connie 1.awley, chairman of thy a- early, in this century. was
Da‘e Collins. will sing during the ser- 10:55 a.m.
bury: secretary. Ruth Bartlett and
dance committee, was high in her in 1013 when Faster fell
on vices.
Bcve.rly Pettingil: and treasurer, floeFourth Period--11:05 to
praise of those who devoted so much March 23. And it won't come
Jo Joslyn and Ida Nioreshead head 11:35 a.m.
ham Hussey and Neil Littlefield.
•
of their time to decorations and helped so early again
until after the the committee plannirg the aunrise
Remaining 'Periods run as
VI MCA nitryth.rs are divibk to
to r:alst the &owe the •neet
,
•4 it was.
Year 2000.
program.
usual.
rote In the election.

Bangor Group
To Give Concert
Here, March 27
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Works Of Canadian Artists
Highlight Spring Art Shows

Sophomore Class
Shamrock Circus
Hailed A Success

Sunrise Services
Arranged By MCA

Frozen Easter Eggs

New MCA Officers
To Be Voted In
Monday, March 26

Assembly Schedule
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Canadian Publications Exhibited
During Two-Country Conference

University Calendar

l'HURSDAY. NIARCH 22
in Memorial gymitasiunt at which 7 p.m.—Tumbling Clult
Books on Canada's economy, foreign Lester B. Pearson. Canada's minister FRIDAY. MARCH 23
9 p.m.-1 a.m.—Sigma Chi I 11)1:11
policy, agriculture, education, and de- of External Affairs, will be the speaker.
fense, together with current popular
Estabrooke Hall will be the scene of SUNDAY. NIARCII 25
Canadian magazines, will be part of
Thursday's luncheon. At 2:00 p.m. 8-9-10-11 a.m.—Catholic services.
an exhibit of Canadian publications in the forum discussion entitled "Canada.
Our Lady of NVisdom Chapel
the library April 19 and 20. The the United States, and World Affairs" 9:15 a.m.—Episcopal services.
exhibit will be held in connection with will take place in the Little Theatre.
SRA I.ittle Chapel
the Conference on Canadian-American A second forum on Canadian-Ameri- 11 a.m.—Protestant services.
Affairs, according to an announcement can economic problems will also be
Little Theatre
by Dr. Alice R. Stewart, Conference held at this time in the 1.ouis Oakes MONDAY, MARCH
26
chairman.
Room of the Library.
4 p.m.—Technology Faculty
Times and places at which ConAt 3:30 p.m. the Canadian educaMeeting, Louis Oakes Room
ference activities will be held were tion forum will be held in the Louis 4:30-5:30 p.m.—SRA social
also announced by Miss Stewart. On Oakes Room and an agricultural redancing class. Balentine Smoker
Thursday, April 19, at 10:45 a.m., the lations forum will take place at the 5:30-7:30 p.m.—Faculty Men.
opening general session will be held same time in the Little Theatrz.
Women's Gym
8-10 p.m.—Students' Wives.
Women's Gym
"OLD HOME BREAD"
TUESDAY, MARCH 27
7 p.m.—General Student Senate,
The Bread with the old style flavor
Carnegie Committee room
Nissen's-Bakery Products
7 p.m.—Square Dance Club.
Women's Gym
By WALT Scittotst

sonie take
Greek. and

rnati,

8-10 p.m.—Pack and Pine of MOC,
11 Coburn
8-10 p.m.—Mrs. Maine Club,
Balentine Recreation Room
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28
3:45-5 p.m.—Maine Day Committee, Carnegie Committee Room
3:45-5 p.m.—Panhellenic Council,
North Estabrooke B
7:30 p.m.—Modern Dance Club,
Women's Gym
8 p.m.—All-Maine Women,
North Estabrooke B
THURSDAY, MARCH 29
5:30 p.m.—American Society of
Civil Engineers dinner, North
Estabrooke B
7:30 p.m.—American Society of
Civil Engineers, Louis Oakes
Room
7 p.m.—Tumbling Club,
Women's Gym
7:30 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade,
15 Coburn
7:30-9:30 p.m.—Art Class, Studio
and 202 Carnegie

4-V
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LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE I
Fine tobacco—and only fine tobacco—can give you the
perfect mildness and rich taste that make a cigarette completely enjoyable. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.
So if you're not happy with your present brand (and a
38-city survey shows that millions are not), switch to
Luckies. You'll find that Luckies taste better than any
other cigarette. Be Happy—Go Lucky today!
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'Post' Readers
Look At Bangor
With New Eyes
BY AL MUSKY
The Saturday Evening Post concentrated on its Bangor circulation a
couple of weeks ago. They did it with
the 98th article in their "Cities of
America" series.
Many of Bangor's leading citizens
are undoubtedly chagrined over being
the 98th choice. They probably feel
that if author George Sessions Perry
had overlooked them for just two more
issues, their city might have received
some sort of centennial memento—
such as a gold and silver bound original manuscript of the story about herself.tany
of the residents of "this rare
and haunting city" will be interested
to know that Bangor, a la Post. is "the
front office of Maine's fabulous north
woods, potato lands and rock-ribbed
eastern coast... the bastion of civilization on which this whole region spiritually depends. the Paris of the north.
where the arts have flowered and have
been preserved."
Tribute Paid To Water
These same residents might pout in
righteous Yankee indignation, however,
when they read the Post statement of
"the Kenduskeag Stream, in the center of town, has yet to be redeemed
from its status as an open sewer."
Perry goes on to describe the aesthetically beautiful name of Bangor as
"a word which, you will note, tastes.
between the teeth, remarkably like a
fried chicken gizzard." And he claims
that the Bangor water has "a noticeable flavor of rotten sawdust and moose
tracks." Ave. come now! Sawdust.
maybe! But moose tracks?
And with all due respect to Bangor
House chef Arthur Belanger's kitchen
magic, I question the validity of the
fish cake recipe which author Perry
attributes to him. Now doesn't "one
part mashed potatoes, one part shredded codfish, and one part highly edible
star dust" stretch the taste buds too
far?
The article goes on in detail to describe the colorful history of Bango
and some of her surrounding towns.
Brewer, Orono and Old Town fell
under the imaginative pen of the writ
er.
University Catches Eye
Nor did the University of Main
escape author Perry's roving, penetra
tire and analytical eye. For accordin
to him. we "young Maniacs" have "on
of the best Stein songs this side o
the Student Prince." Well, hurray fo
us!

And the next time you guys and doll
are down Bangor way, take a g
look at "Bangor's splendid stores. t
see ... that they were built not merel
to serve 30,000 people who live in th
city, but the more than 200,000 wh
dwell in her territory."
And did you know that "Bangoi
supplies her outlying neighbors .. 4
with ... the very necessary somewhere,
to go?" Well, neither did I! That is,
until I read this issue of the Saturday'
Evening Post.
•
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Capacity Audience
Fills Carnegie Hall
At Sunday Concert

Names Are being posted on the
various Campus bulletin boards by
The Brass Ensemble and the Madristudents seeking rides for the ap- gal Singers were enthusiastically reproaching spring recess.
ceived Sunday afternoon by an audiAlso to be seen are several names ence that filled the foyer of
Carnegie
of students who have rides available Hall to capacity to hear the
third
at this time. The Campus ride pool, chamber music concert
in the music
due to popular demand, will again be department's spring series.
in operation to aid anyone seeking
Conducted by Prof. Lewis Niven,
rides or riders.
head of the Department of Music, the
Sheets now are posted at the book- concert featured works for voices
and
store for the convenience of the stu- brass by Henry Purcell and the
17th
dent. In addition, those concerned century Italian composer Giovanni
may also drop their names and cam- Gabrieli. Jasper Bull, Bernadette
pus addresses at the Camtus office Stein, and Helen Friend were soloists.
upstairs over the bookstore.
Also represented on the program
Names which have been posted to svere a 19th-century romantic com(late include:
poser named Ramsoe—whom Niven
Rides Wanted
described as "very obscure indeed"—
To New Jersey Or points south: 2 two contemporary American comporiders, contact James Holland, North sers, and Bach. The latter was repreDorm 3. Rm. 8; 3 riders, contact sented by an arrangement for brass
Mary Dean Yates, Balentine.
quartet of the first counterpoint from
To Presque Isle, Fort Kent, or vi- the "Art of Fugue."
cinity: Al Beaulieu, North Dorm 6,
Music exclusively for brass predomiRm. 4.
nated in the program. Niven, in adTo Gloversville, N. Y. (or Albany. dition to conducting, provided margiUtica): 2 riders, contact Peg Charl- nal comment on the works that were
played.
ton, North Estabrooke.
To Portland or Kennebunk: Jeanne
Stephens, South Estabrooke.
To Boston and vicinity: Brad Sullivan, North Dorm 9, Rm.6: 2 riders.
contact either Mike Mogilevsky or
John Davis. North Dorm 11. Rm. 4.
To New York City or vicinity: 2
riders, contact Ron Herzberg, 413
Corbett Hall.
Rides Available
To Providence. R. I. I via Boston):
contact Dwight Smith, 402 Oak Hall.
To Boston or New York: contact
Ed Harvell. Theta Chi House.
To Buffalo. N. Y. (via Portsmouth.
N. H., Bennington, Vt.. and Albany,
N. V.): contact "Al," 132 Dunn Hall.

Mexico Lures Ogden
In Botanical Search

Dr. Eugene C. Ogden, on leave of
absence from the department of botany
and entomology, is looking for medicinal plants in Mexico for the Division of Plant Exploration and Introduction of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture. He is concentrating
on plants thought to be of value as
possible sources of cortisone, used in
the treatment of rheumatic ailments.
His explorations have taken him
to the deserts and mountains in the
states of Tamaulipas. San Luis Potosi.
Queretaro, Hidalgo, Mexico, Puebla
and Querrero.
The Botanical Society of Mexico
recently honored Dr. Ogden by voting
Seventy government students at- him a corresponding member.
tended sessions of the Maine State '
1.cgislature in Augusta yesterday. The
trip was organized by the Department
of History and Government to give
And we have our own maga7ine
the students a chance to watch the gals. too! Five Maine coeds were
legislative process in action.
pictured in the Saturday Evening
The group was to have visited the Post as a part of the article conSenate, the House of Representatives, cerning the city of Bangor. 11and several committee meetings.
though the picture did not •how
Two chartered buses provided trans
h of the University, the girls
portation on a share-expenses basis. from campus were Lois Bunter.
Instructors Herbert H. Wood, Jr.. and Jo Jo..el.n. Mars' Belle Tufts.
Edwin W. Webber accompanied the Dottie Leonard, and Eleanor
stii(lentc.
Zehner.

Seventy Travel To
See State Session

Names Not Posted

I.

Hussey Picked As
Next Carnival Head
At Senate Meeting
Gorham Hussey, '54, is next year's
Winter Carnival Committee general
chairman. He was named to the post
at a meeting of the General Student
Senate last week.
The Senate also established a public
relations committee, to keep the student body informed on Senate activities. Members of the committee are
Stan Lavery, Frances Dion, and Sid
Folsom.
Bill Ruby is the new student member of the Student-Faculty Committee on Social Affairs, replacing Paul
Guilmette, who graduated in February.
Mary Dean Yates, reporting for the
Student-Faculty Committee on Examinations, said the group planned to
meet today to draft its report on the
University's examination system. The
committee also plans to prepare recommendations on some present test
methods.

Shown above are six of the eight candidates for the new
board of laiiie Christian Association officers. Left to right,
they are: front row, Dave Collins, candidate for president;
Roberta Woodbury, vice-presidonial candidate. and Gorham
Hussey, running for treasurer. Back row, Ida Moreshead, presidential candidate: Ruth Bartlett and Beverly Pettengill, both
candidates for secretary. Maurice Keene and Neal Littlefield,
who are running for president and treasurer respectively, are
not shown. The MCA elections will be held March 26 in tl!e
Library, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
Rental- -

Will Nisbet, Jr., Phi Mu Delta and
former business manager of the Maine
Campus, is a corporal at Brooke Army
Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston,
Texas. He has been commissioned and
is awaiting orders to active duty as a
second lieutenant.
_

Jeweler's perfection
at such a

•

modest price

Sales — Service

KEYLOR TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
47 Park St.. liahg“r
Phone 9705

•

For
the
prettiest legs
in the
Easter
Parade...
FONTAINEBLEAU
Debutante Set
by

4

NtlIsitTillEASTFILN UNIVERSITY it
15lin1114 o1 LAW
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TRW

Admits Men and Women
Day, Evening and Gradual( Programs
flisisaliiiiv

A little miracle of
jeweler's skill! Trifari's
exquisite workmanship,
in golden Trilanium
with rhinestones and
simulated emeralds,
rubies or other vivid
gems ... expressed in
necklace and earrings
that look many times
their price. "In the
Foreground of Fashion"
for value-wise shoppers.
rrittr` - 1)
Necklaces
(

— Sept. -1 -10, 1951

Early application is necessary

to;

47 MT. VERNON STRELT
Tekphyme

BOSTON 8, NIASSACHUSETTS
liEnmore 11-55 ,t,

•
Inc.

Help Your Spring Semester along
with extracurricular activities at Pat's

Know why? You will when you see your legs take ott
delicate color in a pair of these magical stocking.
Sheer, clear perfection—to lend enchantment to even
the loveliest legs—all v ours in the several Berkshire
styles we feature.

Farnsworth Cafe
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Senior Skulls-1907 Style
The Senior Skulls, not long ago, circulated requests among
the University's student organizations for nominations of this
year's juniors to next year's Skulls.
This commendable practice was begun last year, and shows
that the Skulls want to consider student opinion as they choose
their successors.
In keeping with this, we reprint an editorial from The
Maine Campus of Feb. 19, 1907, which heralded the formation
of the Senior Skulls.
"There has been a strong feeling existing at the University
for the past year or so that there has been no body responsible
for the advancement of the University from a student standpoint,
and that at times the true University of Maine spirit was dying
out.
"For that reason, several members of the Senior Class met
in the early part of the year, and after considering the situation
decided to fonn a society composed of members of the Senior
Class, fraternity or non-fraternity men, the members to be selected on the basis of popularity and college honors. That such
a decision was wise is shown by the general approval of Dr.
Fellows and other members of the faculty.
"The society adopted the name of 'Senior Skulls' and is
organized mainly for the purpose:—
"1. To advance the interests of the University of Maine in
every way possible.
"2. To preserve and continue all old customs sacred to the
graduates, and adopt any new customs which seem to be for the
best interests of the University.
"3. To assist the Student Council in their work by means of
student sentiment in harmony with their rulings.
"4. To entertain visitors whenever an opportunity presents
itself.
"5. To maintain a strong college spirit, and to keep alive
best
interests of the college activities.
the
"6. To interest 'prep' school students in the work of the
University, and to invite such students to visit the University
on special occasions.
"Members of the Senior Skulls, the Cain us welcomes your
society among the student organizations, and sincerely hopes
that your purposes may receive the good-will of the entire University."
The editor of the Campus when this article ran was a senior.
According to a story run in the May 21, 1907 issue, he was a
Skull during that organization's initial year.
Incidentally, the junior who replaced him as editor in the
spring of 1907 was named a few weeks later as a member of the
Senior Skulls for the following school year.
S. F.

Hands Across The Stillwater
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"Ya can't say those profs don't take a special interest in pa—every
one of 'om thinks he's the only one yer taking a course from."

Sacred Bull
BY JIM BARROWS
An open letter to one of our dear
departed:
Dear Henry:
It's a fine car you made. there. That
Model A. I mean. It's a rugged little
thing, cheap to run, easy to operate
and keep on the road. Last year twenty of us owned them. This year the
figure is around a dozen. There's even
two old Model T's sputtering around
somewhere on the north end of campus.
It's finally over. I know how well
your car is loved and respected. but...
well, I don't know how to break it to
you. The darn things ...bless 'em all
... just won't stand up on our roads.
They'll go through mud like a cat
through a saucer of warm milk. They
can tear along past the State Police
barracks while the minions of the law
belly-laugh. But they can't take it.
Like I say, Henry. they're a good

car, and I know how much they mean
to you. But with one pot-hole after
another and the crash of the 'hind axle
hitting the ruts between the ruts. it's
more than mortal flesh can stand.
Perhaps your men could re-design
her. Put about three feet road clearance on her, and super-duty shocks,
with a splash-proof set of floorboards.
And you could test the new model
right here on the Maine campus.
Now. I know it ain't no Merritt
Parkway vehicle, but seem' as how
you designed her with rotten roads in
mind, couldn't you have done a little
more road research?
I'm sending a copy of this letter to
the Aberdeen testing grounds. That
Ile'Y tank ain't been through nothin'
'til it's hit the Maine campus.
With the utmost respect and sorrow.
Jim

Passing Notes
BY WALT SCHURMAN

We note that Gen. Lewis B. Her-

young men who have just completed

Being in an unusually civic state of mind last Monday night :hey, director of Selective Service, four years of college preparation could
decided
to attend town meeting. It turned out to be quite 1:as come forward with a new pro- get at least 70 on an ordinary test.
we
posal to settle the question: How
Point two: College sophomores and
interesting.
What particularly impressed us was the important part that many college students shall we defer? juniors scoring 70 on the tests would
Hershey's proposal, which is being be deferred for another year of college.
U. of M. people took in the proceedings. Two young instructors,
considered by the proper authorities.
Point three: College freshmen in
one of whom had just missed a seat on the board of selectmen
would have all high school and college the upper half of their class, sophoby the narrow margin of 25 votes, were instrumental in getting students in the country take tests to mores in the upper
two-thirds, and
the citizens' approval for a town planning board.
determine whether they should be juniors in the upper three-fourths of
Believing as we do that the University needs the town as drafted or allowed to enter or con- their classes would be deferred
In other words, if a student can't
much as Orono needs the University, we were gratified to see tinue college. It boils down to this:
the
brains
get
deferred,
the
stones
get
into that part of his class where
get
faculty members taking a responsible part in local affairs. Here
drafted.
deferment is automatic, he can take
at least was one healthy and encouraging sign of the times.
Roland Mann
Harry Miley
Bob Wilson
Bob Lord
Bill Robertson
Al Mersky
Bill Loubier (Sports)
Frances Dion (Society)
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Hershey has said that blanket deferments for students, without regard
to aptitude, is unrealistic and will deprive the armed forces of needed manpower.
The point we'd like to make is that
unless General Hershey makes his
tests extremely rough he will have.
to all intents and purposes, a blanket
deferment.
The first point of the Hershey plan
is that all high school graduates who
made a grade of 70 or better on the
proposed tests would be deferred to
enter college. It seems that nearly all

the tests, and, by making 70 or better.
can get deferred that way.
As near as we can see, that leaves
only the lower half of the freshman
class with no chance to get a deferment. Theoretically, a whole junior
class could he exempted from service
under the Hershey plan: two-thirds,
automatically: the other third, by getting 70 on the tests.
If the Hershey plan is adopted, it
looks from here as though, for the
next few years. undergraduates in the
army will he scarcer than WAC's
with 18-inch waists.

To the editor: It is apparent that
whoever wrote "Listen My Children'
in the last edition of the Campus
doesn't know very much about debating or logic. We feel that the people
who offer courses in debating and
logic assume that those people who
take the courses are trying to develop
a mature mind. The fault, therefore,
does rot lie with debating and logic
but rather with the major assumption
that people engaged in debating and
logic must develop a more mature
mind. Perhzes this assumption is too
much to expect from our disgruntled
friends. Can it be that some of our
fellow students lack the ambition necessary to acquire the degree of maturity of mind demanded by the use
of logic and debate?
We feel that the purpose of debating both sides of any question is to
show the people like the youngster
who wrote "Listen My Children" that
there is more than one side to any
given question. If one will open one's
mind, one will see that there are many
sides. When, and only when, this is
done can we make a more intell:gem
decision. Above all, deliver us from
the fellow who can only see one side
of anything. That fellow needs a new
pair of binoculars. Could it be that
all our international difficulty is caused
by people who can only see one side
of the question?
The kind of listener who would
never make speeches or prove anything. would be a very noor listener
indeed. Who would share the fruits
of this unique type of listening—the
quality of which has never been sampled by mankind?
Show us the man who after listening
to a speech on religion, politics, or
government. says, "Yup. that's right."
or "Nope, that's wrong." We would
like to meet such a man for certainly
he would be a new species. Give us
the Man who, after listening to a
speech has a few words to offer explaining wherein he agrees or disagrees, for this type of man is a contributor. That's the type of man this
world needs more of.

RICHARD J. WILSON
Editor's note: Bob Wilson, the 39veer-old "youngster" who writes our
more facetious editorials says. "Yap,
tbat's right."

Dept. Of Correction
To the Editor: The article in the
Campus last week stating that "Sorority Pledging Takes Sharp Drop,"
is misleading to the readers—both students and alumnae. It is brought to
the reader's attention that our largest
pledging period is in the fall, not in
the spring period, as is the case in
fraternity pledging.
I.ast fall's pledging was larger than
a year ago last fall; consequently, the
spring pledging of this year is smaller
than the pledging of last spring, due
again to the large number taken in the
fall rush period—which is our largest
rush period.
For comparison's sake, the total
number of girls pledged to the six
sororities totalled 112 last year as
compared to a total of 116 pledged this
year.
I hope this has clarified any doubts
in the reader's mind that the sorothies
at Maine arc on the decline—it is
d-finitely not the case!
WINIFRED R.NMSDFT,L

Panhellenic President
Applications for campus employment, loans, scholarships and special
a,%ards are made through the Office
of Student Aid and Placement.
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'Needle' Plans
Variety Of Acts
In Talent Show

Pulp-Pc per Students Delta Zeta Fetes
Hear Talk By
Ten At Banquet
Wisconsin Scientist Ten initiates were feted at the an-

nual Delta Zeta sorority banquet SunWhat a week end for parties! They more than 25 couples attending. Music
"Factors limiting the Speed of
day at North Estabrooke Hall.
were inexhaustible but the girls were was provided by a vie, and decoraFourdrinier Paper Machines" was the
T;le SCC.31111 annual Pine Needle
nit. Dressed in everything from eve- tions an-I refreshments completed the
Those honored and newly initiated
Sipy.v will be presented in tonic chesen by D. R. Simonds today
ning gowns to Bohemian costumes and evening. "Ma" Pray and Mr. and
were Mary Jane McLean, Dorothy
Memorial Gym on Friday. April 13. in his speech to pulp and paper stubuccaneer outfits, the girls trooped in Mrs. John Lewis chaperoned.
Merrill, Parnelia Poor. Rita Porter,
The show is scheduled to begin at dents at the University.
tired and bleary-eyed (from fatigue)
Thirty couples celebrated St. PatReifel, Sylvia Sullivan, Irene
Joan
from an evening of late permissions rick's Day at a Sigma Nu party. The 8:15 p.m.
Simonds. of the Beloit Iron Works Anderson, Mary Jean Chapman, PaAccording to members of the humor
and sought comfort after the usual couples danced to vic music and parin Beloit. Wisconsin, is the ninth in tricia Nason, and Shirley Howard.
magazine staff who are handling arsession of comticipated in group singing. A special
a
Winifred Ramsdell was toastmistress
series of fifteen speakers arranged
rangements for the program, enterparing party
event s4 as the nnveiling of the frateriiir
for
Lyle
the affair. Sorority president Eleaby
Prof.
C.
head
Jenness.
of
tainment this year will include at least
notes. Many of
nity's new organ in the cellar game
the chemical engineering dept. The nor Mower and pledge president Irene
quartet,
vocalists,
one
band,
a
jazz
the couples made
room. Chaperons at the party were
instrumentalists, and a song-and-dance speakers are all specialists in business Anderson were speakers at the occathe rounds from
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hinkle, Jr.,
and industry.
sion. A skit in honor of the seniors
number.
t e
Scabbard
and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Oleson.
was presented by Phyllis Webster and
The
speaker
next
Daniel
will
be
L.
& Blade formal
Many of the performances will be
Sigma Nu's Sunday Night Theater
Mary Maguire.
who
Horigan
will
appear
Thurshere
t ) the Sophoplayed to a capacity auilierve. The similar to those that have been preday.
represents
March
He
29.
the
more Hop to the
movie was "Swiss Family Robinson" sented during this year's fraternity
Lukens Steel Co. of Boston, Mass. Sigma Phi Elects
fraternity parties.
with Mr. and Mrs. John Stewart parties.
Horigan's talk will be entitled, "StainPine Needle editor Joe Zabriskie
The rafters over at Theta Crti chaperoning.
Arthur Hathaway is the new presiless Steel: Its Use and Application
rocked to the music of Bobcat Jones
Also on Saturday evening the Delta said the show will probably last about in the Pulp and Paper Industry.
dent of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
while the house overflowed with about Club held a Duffy's Tavern party at two and a half hours. While part of
Other new officers are: vice president,
160 couples. It u-as their annual Apache South Estabrooke. The room was ar- the entertainment has been arranged, Lawrence Wright is the new presi- Al Pfeil: comptroller, Ross Halliday;
party and the fellows went all out ranged in cabaret style with candle- he reports that some acts are still dent at Theta Chi fraternity. Wright, recording secretary, Perleston Pert;
with elaborate decorations in red and light and green and white decorations needed to fill the program.
a junior, succeeds John T. Skolfield, corresponding secretary. Ron Schutt;
white—the fraternity colors—stream- in keeping with St. Patrick's Day.
Prizes To Be Given
Jr. Other officers for the house in- pledge trainer, Roger Gould; and hisers, balloons, and designs. Part of the
Following the performances, prizes clude William Hall, vice president; torian, Dwight Holmes.
About 25 couples danced to vic muhouse was arranged in cabaret style sic,
and refreshments were served. will be awarded to the best acts. Sepa- Charles Harmon. Treasurer; Wesley
with candles which added to the motif
Printed stamped envelopes were
Special entertainment was provided by rate awards will be made for large Richardson, secretary; Charles
of the party. The highlight of the Joel
Knowles, marshal: and Paul Lynch. first issued in June 1853, under an act
Elastic and his Rubber Band. acts and small acts.
evening was Hal Sullivan and Jean
of Aug. 31, 1852.
Pinned: Lois Murphy Cummings, For competition in the small class, steward
Grindle presenting their own version Augusta, to William
an act must be presented by one or two
Johnson, SAE,
of "Slaughter on 10th Avenue." In- grad., Jefferson: Frances
persons. Performances of three or
Willett to
more actors will fall in the large-act
troductions and sidelines were by Bob Bob Breton, Theta Chi.
BEN
Gregoire and Bobo LePage. ChapOld Town
Engaged: Sylvia Richardson to category.
eroning were "Ma" Staples and Mr. Pfc. Maitland Richardson; Bertha
Prize-winning large act in last
Headquarters for VAN HEUSEN PRODUCTS Maine
and Mrs. David Trafford. Don Clark to J. Walter Allen; Thelnia year's Talent Show was -The Travel•SHIRTS
•PAJAMAS
•SPORT SHIRTS
Thompson was in charge of arrange- Lord to Henry "Rabbit" Dombkow- ers," namely Charlie Loranger, Norm
• NECKWEAR
• WOLSEY SOCKS
ments for the dance assisted by Ray ski; Barbara Smith a
Richard Anderson. and Scott Webster. The
Deran and Don Gallagher.
MIMI MEM MEM MEM MEM MEM OEM n1
Hale; Corinne Peary, Strong. to trio presented a world tour via song • NMI
Way down on the northern end of Frank Foster; Carolyn CoolidL,•f.. and dance.
campus TEP put on a "Music Mas- l'arhlehearl, Mass., to Chet Worthy.
Dot McCann took top honors in
now... in colors!
querade" with couples dressed as a lake.
last year's small act competition with
title to a song. About 30 couples
Married: Arlene Doane to Robert her singing of "Just A Girl Who
danced to vic music. Mr. and Mrs. M. Poulin.
Cain't Say No."
Van HenSell
•E1 I M.
Irving Zalcznan won the nrize for
the most orignal costume. Mr. and
1f01 - 11 LATEST 411:TSTANDINI:11TIEEN123T1
Mrs. Bernard Sass and Sgt. and Mrs.
as softcodor
Rtnig.'rs chaperoned.
Kappa Sig held its semi-formal
midwinter houseparty with 45 couples
attending. The Maine Men provided
It
-,..o.new-o-0000-,
i
nno nonno nno-ow.
the music and the decorations were in
line with a St. Patrick's Day theme.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Supple and
"Ma" Hamilton chaperoned the dance.
Right next door the Phi Etas were
holding their annual Buccaneer's
March 22. 23, 24
Brawl. Decorations were in accord
with the motif of the party and the
Wed. & Thur.. Mar. 21-22
"CAUSE FOR ALARM"
Double Feature
c'mples came dressed accordingly.
Loretta Young, Barry Sullivan
"SOUTIISIDE I-1000"
Bruno C.aliandro provided the music
6:30-9:19
while Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lamorean
March 25. 26. 27. 21
Don Defore, Andrea King
chaperoned.
Plus
Nov. in
"THE LEMON DROP KID"
Parties were nearly as numerous on
"QUICKSAND"
am!iii. i4j0
Bob Hope, Marilyn Maxwell
Saturday evening as they had been on
9:02
or
Mickey Rooney, Jeanne Cagney
Friday. Over at Sigma Chi the pledges
sr's. %rm.
put on a party for the actives with
Wide.,,,,rewl or
Fri. & Sat., Mar. 23-24
rer,!,rilar
"THE STEEL HELMET"
Mombor Firdoral Rosary* Link
Gene Evans, Steve Brodie
Also Added Attractions
11.11.41:01t
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30—(1710
You don't need a course in nuclear
to
March 24, 25. 26. 27
why
this ama7ing eollar just 'an''.
It'•
in
25-26
Sun. & Mon.. Mar.
piece
one
(ordinary
collirs
,:ir-e
•.hisre
a!'•
"CALL ME M ISTER"ROYAL WEDDING"
(Technicolor)
are no linings, no inner
liereloc, it can't
Fred Astaire. Jane P,:v.
Dan Dailey. Betty Grahle
buckle, wilt or warp... Q.E.D.
Young men anti women will
Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:23
March 28, 29. 30
always find this banking in-

a
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stitution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
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credit and standing.

"MlSTERY SUBMARINE"
Macdonald Carey, Marta Toren

PARK
Ii 1111.11It

The
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Trust Company
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Gene Evans.
"MULE
Gene

HELMET"
12)bert Hutt
TRAIN"
Autry
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Tuesday. Mar. 27
"DON'T TRUST YOI R
HUSBAND"
Mac Murray. Madeleine
Carroll
Also Added Attraction,
6:30-8:17
Wed. & Thurs.. Mar. 28-29
"BODY 1101
Double Frainr..
6:30-9:24
Willard Parker. Lola Albright
Plus
"HARVEY"
7:33
.lames Stewart, Joseph Hull
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: 350 to 3 o'clocl:
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Chest Votes $75 To Red Cross

Speech Contest Date Is Set

John Dineen pi- esided at a IL(t tint;
tithe Good Will Chest Committee in
the Library last Thursday afternoon.
Beverly Pettengill was elected secretary to replace Ethel Mae Scammon. President Dineen read a letter
from the American Red Cross appealing for contributions. The committee

‘uted to give $75 to the Red Cross.
The Maine Heart Association was
also considered for a donation.
The Good Will Chest Committee
reviewed the treasurer's report and
Crossland read the list of student
organizations that have not yet contributed.

Textbook By Trefethen
Gains Wide Popularity

First Aiders Fall Off

A large number of schools are expected to be represented at the annual
Maine Speech Contest sponsored by
the U. of M. speech department for
April 28.
Announcement of the contest was
made by Prof. Wofford G. Gardner,
head of the speech department. T.
Russell NVoolley, speech instructor,
will be in charge of the contest. This
competition was first begun in 1903
and has continued since that time with
only a few interruptions.
Entry blanks have been sent to all
high schools throughout the state.
The purpose behind this contest, according to officials, is to "encourage

"Geology for Engineers," a textbook by Dr. Joseph M. Trefethen,
professor of geology, was adopted for
class use in 65 colleges and universities during the past year.
Dr. Trefethen. also serving as state
geologist, is a graduate of Colby College.

The Advanced First Aid course
offered to faculty and staff members
here has shown a decline in attendance
recently from 16 to 10.
The course is offered every Monday
night from 7 to 10 in Merrill Hall.
Faculty and staff members, who now
hold a Standard First Aid certificate,

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
MAIN STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquorters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

M. L. French & Son
196 Exchange St.
Bangor
ARROW DEALER IN BANGOR

An Arrow Shirt
Makes A Man Look His Best
In The Easter Parade!

Bob Percival To
F urnish Music
For Arts Ball

better speech habits and to stimulate
interest in speech training."
Changes in the contest this year include a new division in oratorical declamation as well as some restrictions
BY WALT SCHURNIAN
on poetry reading.
Bob Percival's 14-piece orchestra
There will be eight divisions for the
contest this year. They are extempo- will provide music for the juniors'
raneous speaking, humorous readings, Beaux Arts Ball on April 20, in Mtgroup discussion, original oratory, morial Gymnasium.
oratorical declamation, poetry reading. Greg MacFarlane!. general chairman,
radio newscasting, and serious read- made the announcement this week afing. Schools may enter one student in ter a meeting of the junior class execueach division. No student may par- tive committee and chairmen of the
ticipate in more than one of these ball committees. The Percival band.
divisions.
which plays out of Portland and is
Medals will be awarded by the Uni- widely known throughout New Engversity to the top four speakers in each land, will include two vocalists. Dancsection of competition.
ing will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Mardi Gras Theme
"Mardi Gras Magic, theme of this
An apparently cumbersome
year's event, is to be a real festival
procedure invoicing a non-moneand, as time and materials will permit,
tary investment for a circular
no source will be overlooked that
piece of gummed paper, pro‘ed
This week's Radio Guild show will might mean a bigger and better ball,"
to be of tremendous value to one be "Know Thyself," an original script MacFarland said. "Any
costume, modMaine student, not long ago.
written and directed by John Thayer. ern. morose, mutilated, or magnificent
Stephen Mitchell. Corbett Hall, The program will be broadcasted over may be worn. but
.
a costume will be
walked out to one of the univer- station WLBZ tomorrow night at necessary for admittance,"
the chairsity's parking lots, one night. and 10:30.
man added.
found his dark brown ChevroSome class of '52 talent will enterThe show has to do with the psycholet missing. Following a futile
logical barrier which a father sets up tain during intermission.
campus-wide search, the agriculagainst his daughter and what she does Will Award Prizes
tural engineering senior phoned
to overcome it. The script, according
A list of prizes to be awarded at the
the university police.
to author Thayer, is based upon actual ball is not yet available MacFarland
His problem was solved. State facts.
said, but in addition to an unusual door
Police had recovered the 1937
Assistant director for the program is prize, there will be awards for the most
model in Charlton. Mass.
Jeanette Pratt. Those in the cast are original costumes and to those people
And the little circular disk Amo Kimball, Herb Merrill, Henry judged most handsomely dressed.
which turned the trick? A uni- Berry, Joanne San Antonio, George
The theme this year was selected by
cersitc registrat•
•tieker bear- Sherman and Lenny Silver. Faith the executive committee from a list
ing the
her 582.
Taylor is in charge of music.
of similar suggestions.
Tickets for the Beaux Arts Ball
%%ill be on sale exclusively for juniors
on April 10 and 11. General ticket
sale will begin April 12.
Annex Headquarters
Room 203 East Annex is headquarters for the Beaux Arts committees.
Information seekers and volunteer
workers will find someone there from
7 to 9 Tuesday. Wednesday, and
Thursday nights and Thursday afternoons.
MacFarlan:1 said that the fieldhottse
"beer parlor ararngement, which
proved successful at last year's Beaux
Arts Ball. will be used again this year
ith some new innovations.

Car's Back By Gum

Script By Thayer
Is Guild Feature
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Lt Col. Ellingwood
Honored At Formal

Before you leave for Easter vacation, be
sure to get a supply of your facoritc
Arrow white shirts and Arrow tics ...
at your Arrow dealer now!

Shirts $3.95 up

Ties Si up

About thirty couples attended the
annual spring formal of the Scabbard
& Blade at the Penobscot Valley
Country Club Friday night. The
dance followed a banqnet at the Pilot's
Grill in Bangor in honor of honorary
Lieutenant-Colonel Ruth Ellingwood.
During intermission, four officers
were installed to posts which they will
occupy for the next year. They were:
Richard Stillings. captain; Dana Warren, 1st Lieutenant; Arthur Downing,
In Chicago, Illinois, a favorite hul Lieutenant; and Bill Pomeroy,
1st Sergeant.
gathering spot of students at
ola
University is the Union Lounge because it is a cheerful place—full of

ARROWSHIRTS&TIES
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

friendly university atmosphere.
And when the gang gathers around,
ire-cold Coca-Cola gets the call. For
here, as in university haunts every-

where—Coke belongs.

ARROW DEALER
i n Old Town

J. Goldsmith

Ask for it either way...both
trade-marks mean Me .caine thing.
'GLUM UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

THE COCA•COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC..
1951, Th• Coca•Colo Company

SKIING

WHAT

IS SKIING!
The ultimate in good skiing
and spectacular scenery.
At base of famous Mt. Washington
and Tuekerman Has inv.
Wildcat and Sherburne trails.
Good skiing till early May.
NO TOW S
2000 ft. elevation
$5.50 a day with 3 meals
JOE DODGE. Mgr.
PINKHAN1 NOTCH CAMP
P. 0 Gorham, New Hampshire
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Minor Sports Gets Close Scrutiny By Athletic Board
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Phi Gam Meets Lude Resigns To Join Nelson; Committee To
Dorm Champ
Two New Coaches Are Named Study Issue And
Give Report
For CampusCup Another shuffle in the Maine

Well, minor sports was given a definite shot in the arm last Thursday
By CURT BURRELL
night, when the M club went to bat The intramural basketball com- coaching situation has brought
far them and came up with some fair- petition will come to a climax next about the resignation of a baseShould sports which are now
ball coach and the appointment of
ly good results.
Tuesday night when the campus two others,
conside
red minor at the Univerone replacing Mike
A con 'tie,' was appointed to champion is crowned. Phi Gain
sity
raised to the status of mabe
"Milo" Lude on the diamond and
investigate and set forth its pro- will oppose one of three
jor sports? This question was
dorm the other filling in for Harold
posals and recommendations on clubs for the crown.
raised by President Dick Dow at
Westeritan. who took over as top
the specific question of "changa meeting of the M Club. last
The Fijis ran off with the fra- grid coach recently.
ing minor sports to major sports."
Thursday.
ternity division of the race this Maine's baseball head handed in his
The battle has just begun, how- season. and captured both
At present, minor sports refer
resignati
effective
on
June
30
and
the
the
ever. This step, as taken by the Northern and Souther
to golf, tennis, rifle, and winter
n league two new mentors, Harold Raymond
athletic board, does not mean that titles while breezing through
sports. All other varsity athletics
an and Robert Hollway. will take up their
the M club's proposals will come undefeated tournament.
in the men's division are rated as
respective duties on Sept. 1.
anywhere near being railroaded
major sports.
The
change
the
second
is
coaching
Last night, the Grads opposed Corinto the books. It simply means bett I.
After discussing the question, the M
with the Grads trying for a play- shuffle in recent weeks. Two weeks
that the Athletic Board intends off berth.
Club
voted unanimously to recommend
Corbett 1 was to attempt ago, head football coach Dave Nelson
to evade any arguments on an to throw
that
these
minor sports be given equal
resigned
Maine's
as
grid
mentor
and
the feverish dorm-league race
abstract plane.
rating
with
the major sports. The
took
up
a
bigger
Universit
the
job
at
y
into a three-way tie.
recommendation was presented to the
Delaware. He is both head football
of
The arguments for the change have
In the event of a win by the Grads
Athletic Board of the University.
coach and athletic directer. there.
far. so far, outweighed the few points they will
oppose Phi Gam Tuesday
A special committee was appointed
Three Years' Experience
against it. Among the obvious reasons night.
Mike Lude ends his two-year by the board to study the proposal.
Maine's two new coaches have both
f r givng minor sports competitors a
Teams Strong
had three years of coaching experi- coaching career at Maine fol- Upon considering all the alternatives
varsity letter are the following: they
Both teams are strong but the ence.
Both have coached high school lowing next spring's close of the involved and attempting to measure
have compiled an impressive record;
Grads boast of some fine hoop ma- teams
for two years and each has baseball season. He will assist undergradutae and alumni opinion on
they have brought prestige to the
terial. Rumbling Sam Sezak will be
served one year on the University of grid coach Dave Nekon at Del- the subject, the committee will make
school, and they have put in a great
the man to watch with his smooth- Michigan
aware, next fall. The Pale Blue a formal report to the Athletic Board
staff.
(Ieal of hard work in practice, most of I
working hook shot. He, along with
Said Dean Wieman: "Raymond and diamond won the Yankee Con- in the near future.
it being equivalent to any other Unifour graduate students, "Big Dan"
Hollway come to us with the highest ference last season. under Lucie. Final Say
versity sport. These, together with the
Danforth. "Slats" Vail and "Light- of recommen
The Board, after reviewing the recdations and with the uncalibre of competition encountered.
ning Tom" Burdin, will make up the reserved endorsem
ent of head coach mond received varsity letters in base- ommendations oi the committee, will
have practically given the staunch suppotent squad, which will be rounded Harold Westerm
an. I am sure they ball for three years and also played have the final say as to what action
porters of the minor sports clubs a
off with the work of Joe Wenskus. will contribut
will be taken. If a change from the
e
lot to our athletic football.
a
trarker in the victory column.
physical education director from Farm- program and I
present
delighted
am
status of minor sports is apthat
they
Hollway was a football letterman
From here it looks as if round ington State Teachers
College—now are to be on our staff."
proved,
a revision of the by-laws of
for
three
years
and
he was also a
one is over with the M club along ! enjoying a leave of absence.
Effective Sept. 1
the Athletic Association will he remember of the basketball squad.
with skiing, golf and tennis. IAquired.
The appointment of the two coaches Other Duties
big it on points.
Members of the special committee
becomes
effective on Sept. 1 but both
Besides taking over for Lude.
Apparently caught unawares, some
studying
the proposed change include
plan
come
to
Harold
the
Universit
to
Raymond
this
y
will be assistant
members of the athletic board attemptProf.
Harry
D. Watson. faculty;
spring
acquainte
to
get
football
d
with
playthe
coach
under
Westerm
an.
el a few weak arguments but the
ers and the surroundings.
Robert Hollway. besides assisting in Charles E. Crossland, administration:
total opposition has been negligible.
Both coaches were very prominent football, will head both freshman bas- Samuel Tracy, alumni: and Dick Dow,
Here's hoping a great bunch of comCoach G. William Small's 1951 Var- in athletics while
Clyde Card and Hal Marden repreat Michigan. Ray- ketball an/ baAehall.
petitors receive the merit and recogni- sity Tennis
Team will take its ansenting
the study body and "M" Club.
tion that they deserve.
nual southern trip during spring vaFuture Action
It isn't a question of showing cation. All
matches will take place in
At the next regular meeting of the
preference to minor sports and the vicinity of
Washington. D. C.
"M"
Club after spring vacation. Proraising them above the level of
Contests with the University of
fessor
Watson will review the existing
the already existing teams. It is
Maryland.
American
rules under t‘hich min,ir sports operUniversity.
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WAC Lieutenant Ruth Holland
Follows Family's Army Tradition
Eh. FRAmes Diox
Lk-utenant Holland graduated from
Ruth Holland, a 1950 University of Anacostia High School in WashingMaine graduate, is following the mili- ton, D. C. She immediately entered the
tary tradition of her family. 2nd Lt. University of Maine. where she was
Holland, now at the U. S. Military secretary of her class for three years,
Academy, \Vest Point, N. Y.. is serv- associate editor of the Prism, secreing as executive officer and supply of- tary of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority,
ficer of the \VAC detachment, mess and president of the Modern Dance
administrator, and custodian of the club. In addition she was affiliated
with the Women's Athletic Association,
hospital fund.
Ruth, along with forty-seven other Sigma Mu Sigma, the All-Maine
members of the special training course, Women, and the Maine Christian Aswas selected from more than two hun- sociation.
dred college graduates for a direct
Lieutenant Holland was not unaccommission from civilian life. In mid- quainted with Army life. During her
December she received her regular summer months throughout her colArmy commission and her first duty lege career, she was employed by the
assignment.
Office of the Quartermaster General
Her training at the WAC Training and the Department of the Air Force
Center, Fort Lee, Va., included funShe received her Bachelor of Arts
damental Army subjects such as map degree in sociolog
y last June.
eading. field living and sanitation. first
Her mother, Mrs. Beatrice E. Holaid, military justice and customs. It land, is employe
d by the Office of Quara 1,
0 i ncl uded the development of po- termaster General.
Her father, Colonel
tential leadership abilities and methods John F. Holland,
was killed at Leyte
instructing.
in \Vorld War II.
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Form, Home Week Studious Alpha Gammas Score Again
(Continued from Page One
Hall. The Health and Welfare department has also arranged for chest x-ray
equipment to be provided, in order
that registered visitors may receive
free x-rays. This service will he operated in Merrill Hall. Tuesday through
Thursday.
Over 5000 visitors are expected to
be here for Farm and Home week.
said Mr. Day. Last year. he said, "the
number was something over 5000
An informal recital by students in
applied music will be given Wednesday, March 28, at 4:45 p.m. in the
foyer of Carnegie Hall. The concert
will be open to the public, and no admission will be charged.

For the third semester in a row
Alpha Gamma Rho has earned the
Sigma Chi Foundation scholarship
trophy. This trophy is awarded each
semester to the fraternity whose active
members make the highest scholastic
point average. It will become the per-

in:nu:IA property of the fraternity
winning it the greatest number of
times over a fifteen year period.
Alpha Gamma Rho had a point average of 2.68 for the fall semester.
The trophy was donated by alumnus
Raymond Fogler,
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JERRY MATUS
For his outstanding performance in

The Tempest"

The recipient of this award is entitled to
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$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERIICE
ARCOLI'TELY FREE

1-1ILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 647

Certor&IT adtP4/61
THOUSANDS of students all over the country are making
this test—proving for themselves Chesterfield smells milder
,
smokes milder than any other cigarette.
THEY KNOW TOO ... Chesterfield gives them more
for
their maney...Chesterfield leaves nc unpleasant after
-taste!
That's right, More-far-Your-Money...

MILDNESS

NO UNPLEASANT AFTER -TASTE
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